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* Editorial / Introduction
To begin with I must apologize for not getting an  issue out in  November as I’d intended.  A 

combination of trips too close together, dental and medical issues, and the holidays conspired to keep me 
from  getting a lot of  things done.  In  fact I did not get  around to sending  out holiday cards until  the last 
day of 2012.

I shall, of course, endeavour to do better in future.
* * *

* Local Outings
Lombardi:  This was a play about Vince Lombardi  produced by the Arizona  Theatre Company.  

Though based on  his life, it is  presented in a  quasi-fictional way  through  a mythical  reporter  interviewing 
him  for his newspaper.  Since Mike is a football fan  and his favourite team  is the Green  Bay Packers, he 
enjoyed this very much.  It was well performed by Bob Ari, Nick Mills, DeeDee Rescher, Branton  Box, 
William Oliver Watkins, and David Hardie.  We previously saw Bob Ari in Red.
	
 	
 #

Tuscon 39:  I attended this local sf  con for one day  in  early  November.  Mike was busy at  the first 
annual  Arizona Science and Astronomy  Expo at the Tucson  convention  centre, though he did join  us at 
night for  a  party.  I went mostly because the Fan  Guest of Honor was David Lee Summers, whom we met 
on our numerous visits to Kitt Peak with  an alumni group from  Indiana  University, Mike’s  alma mater.  I 
only learned later  that he was also a writer.  He was on  a  panel called “A Steampunk Primer”  with  Anna 
Paradox, Bruce Davis, and Jenn  Lopez.  They’ve all  written  some type of steampunk or are involved with 
steampunk through  costuming.  Many of  them were dressed for the part, as were many in the audience.  
The discussion was basically about what steampunk is.

Then  I went to a  presentation  by  David Williams of the University  of  Arizona--”Dr. Dave’s NASA Solar 
System Exploration Update.  He brought us up to date on all of NASA’s activities and planned missions.

David Lee Summers also participated in “Paranormal  Steampunk”  with Cynthia Ward, Bennie Grezlik, 
and Jill Knowles.

A  bit later, David gave a  talk about himself and how he developed his  interests in astronomy and 
science fiction.

I went out to dinner with  two friends from  Phoenix.  They  introduced me to the Guadalajara Grill, 
which  is the best Mexican restaurant I’ve ever been to and one of the best restaurants  of any  type I’ve 
eaten at.

We returned to the con  hotel  in time for the traditional  birthday party  for David Lee Summers and 
Marty Massoglia for which Mike joined me.
	
 	
 #

Science and Astronomy  Expo:  Mike attended the 1st  Annual  Arizona Science & Astronomy  Expo, 
10-11 November 2012.  Although he had planned to sit in  on some of  the speaker  presentations, he was 
not able to do that or  to visit  any of the exhibits that were on display.  During the show, Mike continuously 
worked two booths on the exhibitors  floor:  SkyShed POD and Oceanside Photo & Telescope (OPT).  Mike 
helped sell  some POD observatories, and he sold lots of telescope accessories and a couple of telescopes.  
But the real  highlight of the weekend for Mike was meeting  astronaut and amateur  astronomer  Don Pettit 
and learning from Don  that he is  a frequent visitor to Mike's ETX  telescope web site.  Mike was a 
successful  salesman, got to meet many people who visit his  ETX and Cassiopeia  Observatory  web sites, 
and talk telescopes with many visitors to the Expo.  The Expo was a  success and there will be a  2nd 
Annual Arizona  Science & Astronomy  Expo in  2013.  To see some photos  from  the Expo, read Mike's 
report at:   http://www.weasner.com/etx/star_party/AZ_SAE.html
	
 	
 #

Skyfall:  This  is the latest Bond film  and stars Daniel  Craig, back in form after  his disastrous second 
Bond outing.  Skyfall is a bit different from the others.  It’s basically  about Bond himself.  We learn  a lot 
about his background.  This made it more than  just a spy adventure.  I found it to be my  favourite Bond 
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film because of this.
	
 	
 #

Freud’s Last  Session:  This  was the Arizona Theatre Company’s latest production--an  imagined 
conversation  between  Freud and C. S. Lewis shortly before Freud took his own life.  He was suffering 
badly from cancer  of the mouth  and wanted to finally  put an  end to that.  Much of  the one-act play 
concerned differences between  the two on  their views about religion.  The play  takes place in  London just 
before WWII.  The two-person cast of J. Michael Flynn and Benjamin Evett did a great job.

* * *

* Seattle Trip
Saturday, 30 June 2012, we were on the road by  07:00.  Two hours later  we made our customary stop 

at the Shell  station  in Gila  Bend.  Sometime late in  the morning, I discovered that we were on  the 8!  I had 
a heated discussion with  Mike about that.  We had to slow way  down  for two Border Patrol  stops that 
slowed us down at least half an  hour and possibly  more.  Shortly after we entered California, I saw a group 
of century plants in bloom.  Too bad I didn’t have my movie camera out to take a picture.

I ate my packed lunch sandwich about 10:30.
After we passed through  San  Diego, we made a  fuel  and rest stop at a  Shell station in San Clemente.  

Driving on the 5 and 101 through LA was slow.  We arrived at the Comfort Suites in Tulare about 19:15.
We went to a  nearby  Chili's for  dinner.  I had ribs and a margarita.  Mike had a chicken sandwich.  

Food was good.

I slept pretty well that night and got up to my alarm.
Mike joined me for a prepaid breakfast at the motel.
Shortly thereafter we checked out.  We stopped at a Chevron station (Chevron, Port of Subs, 

00202415; 1105 Prosperity; Tulare) to top off fuel and air up the tyres; the air machine kept cutting out 
before the job was done, but the proprietor turned it back on for  free.  Our new tyres lose pressure very 
quickly.  Either we were sold really bad tyres or Precision  did a  really  poor  job of mounting them.  (Later it 
seemed to be the latter, since the pressure problem  seemed to correct itself.)  A  few hours  later just 
outside Stockton, I saw an  egret flying.  North of Sacramento, there were lots of egrets sitting in farm 
fields; I think they might have been rice paddies.

After I decided to look for a lunch stop, it  took about an  hour before I managed to locate one in Yuba 
City.  Mike stopped at a  Shell  station first to refuel  and make a  comfort stop.  I got my  lunch at Wendy's; I 
had a  half size almond strawberry salad; it  had sliced strawberries, blueberries, and a soft creamy white 
cheese on a bed of lettuce; the almonds and raspberry  vinaigrette came separately  in  bags; it was the best 
fast  food salad I've had to date.  In  the afternoon I called Mother.  We arrived at the Fairfield Inn Medford 
just about exactly 17:00.

Although there was a  restaurant right next to our motel, it was not gluten-free friendly.  We found an 
Olive Garden not too far away.  Unfortunately  our experience at this  Olive Garden was  not the best.  On 
the other hand, we got results for  reporting  on  the mediocre quality  of the food.  The manager came to talk 
with us, and the cost of our main courses was totally deducted from our bill.

Our hotel  room  was also not great.  We had a  suite, which  is nice; but the AC has a  problem.  I think 
there must be a mould problem.  There is  a slight musty  door, and I think I was allergic to whatever it  was.  
Because I was already medicating quite a  bit for allergies, it wasn’t worth  trying to change rooms.  
However, I did mention it to the desk clerk when we checked out.

On Monday  I used my alarm to get up.
I had the free motel breakfast.  Then we checked out.  I slept on and off during the drive to Salem.
We reached Salem  early  but arranged to meet Jenny, one of  Mike’s nieces, for lunch  at 11:30.  That 

gave us time to refresh  ourselves.  This was my first meeting with her, and she seemed very nice.  After we 
ate, Mike and I took pictures.  Jenny had to leave to go back to work.  We finished up our lunch a bit later.

I slept on and off  during the drive to Federal  Way.  We reached there about 16:45, a bit  later than  we 
expected because of rush hour  traffic.  I was surprised that Mother seemed to have shrunk down  to a 
ghost of herself.  I thought she needed more exercise.

We went to dinner at McGrath's Fish House.  It’s part of a chain in  the Northwest.  The food was quite 
good.  I had skewered prawns and scallops.  Mother  had crab cake, the leftovers of which  made dinner  for 
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Mimi.  I also had a strawberry daiquiri.  Mike just had desert.  After dinner we got gas at an Arco station.
My sister, Mimi  was right  behind us  when we got home.  I spent quite a  bit of time talking with  Mother 

and Mimi before retiring.

Tuesday  I woke up before my  alarm.  I made my usual  breakfast of bacon  and egg.  Then I called Alice 
Bentley and arranged to meet her and her husband, Mike, in the evening  at a Japanese restaurant in 
Seattle.

In  mid-morning  we went to the nursing home where Dad is  and stayed there for a short while until  we 
had to leave for Amy Thomson's.

We arrived at Amy's at  the agreed upon time.  She showed us her  renovated kitchen.  I learned that you 
can  get  custom-made tiles  for  a  reasonable price.  Then  she introduced us to her husband, Ed.  She also 

showed us her chickens and gardening efforts.  Afterward we all, 
along with  Amy's daughter  and her friend, drove to an  Irish pub 
style restaurant.
After lunch  we picked Mother up at the nursing  home and drove 
back to Mimi's.  It turns out Mimi  now has DSL, so Mike turned 
on wi-fi.  After I did some reading, I did some catching up on 
Facebook.  I also looked through the books and recordings that 
Mimi wanted to get rid of  and came up with quite a  pile, enough 
to fill two boxes.
In  the evening we met Mike and Alice Bentley  at Azuma Sushi  in 
West Seattle for dinner.  Alice called me just as we reached the 
restaurant to give us much-needed pointers on parking.  We had 
a very  pleasant meal  with very  enjoyable conversations.  They 
very nicely treated us.

Mimi got home shortly after we did.

Mimi was still home when I went upstairs Wednesday  morning  to make my  usual breakfast.  Her 
departure had been delayed by  having to help Mother make her bed.  Mother was too weak to lift up the 
mattress to tuck in the sheets.

After breakfast I caught up with e-mail and Facebook and read a bit.
About 10:30 we took Mother  to the nursing home.  After dropping her off, we continued on to get  some 

takeout for lunch at Panera  Bread.  Mike didn't want anything, but I picked up food for  Mother  and me.  
Dad's nursing home lunch arrived while we were eating.  Mimi arrived a short while later.

Mimi drove us all to a  Fourth of July  party  at a  friend's  place in Tacoma.  From the deck of her house, 
you can see an air show in the afternoon  and fireworks  at night.  We went there to see the air show.  It was 
quite nice, considering  it  was free.  We, except Mother, also went down  the hill  to a crafts  fair; but it 
wasn't that great, and it was too crowded.  We had a nominal dinner there.

I got up relatively early on Thursday and made my breakfast.
After breakfast I got my Kitt Peak bag ready for  Westercon.  Mother and Mimi  left about mid-morning.  

Mother  had a doctor's  appointment, and they  wanted to do shopping.  I caught up with e-mail  and 
Facebook and also did some reading.

We left  for  lunch  shortly  after noon.  We ate at 13 Coins, which  Mimi  recommended.  While the food 
was good, it was rather pricy and the service was not that great.

Then  we proceeded to Westercon, which  was just down the street from  the restaurant.  There was 
another couple entering the convention hotel at the same time, and they directed us  to the con 
registration  area.  Registration opened earlier  than indicated on their  web site, and we had time to look 
through  the programme booklet at leisure.  Then  I looked at the various  bid and other tables.  We also 
looked through  the dealers room, which  was  mostly set up.  I left my stuff with Mike while I used the rest 
room.  On the way back to Mike, I got involved in a  conversation with Amy Thomson.  When I got back to 
Mike, he was involved in a  conversation with John Hertz that continued long enough that we missed most 
of the "Closing Ceremonies".

At that point we got dinner at the hotel restaurant.  I had some salmon done right (unlike at Olive 
Garden), a ginger margarita  that was interesting, and a  crème brûlée.  Mike just had dessert (strawberry 
shortcake).

Afterwards  I ran  into wire sculptor  Elizabeth Berrien in the restroom; she had left fandom  for a while 
but is  just returning.  We went up to the hospitality suite briefly  to kill  some time.  Of course I eventually 
became involved in a conversation that I discovered included the science guest of honour.  A  bit later  we 
went up to the penthouse.  We were too early  for  the party, but we were welcomed in and ended up talking 
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for quite a while, mostly with Lynn Boston Baden.  Eventually we decided to leave.
Mimi and Mother were just starting to retire for the night when we got back.

I used my alarm to get up Friday morning.
Then  I made my breakfast.  I had time afterward to read e-mail  and catch up with  Facebook before we 

left for Westercon.
The first thing we did at the con  was vote in  site selection.  Then  after  a short  circuit of  the dealers 

room, we looked at  the art  show.  After  that we attended a very  short business meeting.  Its brevity 
allowed us time for lunch. 

When we got to the hotel restaurant, Glenn  Glazer  and Mike Willmoth were seated.  I asked to join 
them, and they were agreeable.  I had a pretty good salad.  The company was appreciated.

Afterwards we discovered that the Regency  dancing was 
later than  we thought.  This gave us time to update our 
records.  I also took a  short cat nap.  Eventually we returned 
to the room where the Regency  dancing was scheduled.  Not 
surprisingly  John arrived late, and things started even  later.  
We did participate in the teaching portion  of  "Hole in  the 
Wall", but eventually  I left for the "Fannish  Inquisition", 
where I arrived when the proceedings were almost over.  On 
the way out from there, I talked with  James Daugherty  and 
Michael Siladi.  I got to the room for "Our Guests of Honour 
Build a Spaceship" way early and caught up with my notes.

The panel itself was science GoH Art Wooslee and artist 
GoH Frank Wu  interweaving  talks about the XCOR  Lynx  and 
paintings of fictional spaceships.

We had about an hour  to kill, so we went to the room 
where the next panel  would be.  This was the discussion  about 
A Canticle  for Leibowitz.  It went well, though John  Hertz did 
most  of  the talking.  After that we attended "Mathematics in 
Science Fiction", which was an excellent panel.

We finally  had time for dinner after that.  I had a 
pomegranate martini that really hit the spot  and a filet mignon  done to perfection, followed by frozen 
bananas covered in chocolate and accompanied by almond brittles, which I saved and ate later.

Then  we checked out some parties until  Mike got tired.  I saw Allison  Hershey and had a chance to talk 
with her.  Mimi and Mother were sleeping when we got back about 23:00.

Saturday morning I woke up early with the help of my alarm in order to have time to do laundry.
I had breakfast as usual.
I had just a  few minutes to read some e-mail.  We left for Westercon about 09:00.  The first panel  we 

attended was "The Art and Science of the Frank Wu  Spaceships"; part way  through the talk, I lost the use 
of my video camera.  Then  I took off  to a  reading by Robin  Hobb, which  was in progress; in fact she had 
finished reading, but the talk part was interesting.  Then  I attended "The Art of  Frank Wu".  We stayed in 
the same room for  "Into the Black:  the Lynx Spacecraft and How You Can Go to Space".  I left about half 
way in  to hear  a reading  by  David Brin; he read out of  his new book, Existence.  After  that I walked across 
the hall for "Classic Science Fiction:  Double Star"; Mike managed to get my  camera  working again during 
this panel.  We stayed in the same room for "Private Space Travel".

Then  we had dinner.  Service was off  tonight.  We waited a  long time to get seated.  Then we weren't 
given  place settings and salt/pepper  until we asked.  Towards the end of our  meal, a fellow fan  sat down at 
the next table; and we ended up talking, which made the meal more enjoyable than  it might otherwise 
have been.

Shortly after dinner was  the masquerade.  As is usual  these days, there were very few entries.  The half 
time show featured some good singers.

After the masquerade we went up to the party floor.  They  weren't quite ready yet at the Utah  in 2014 
suite.  I waited until  someone was  available to upgrade our  membership.  Then I went to three other 
parties.  One of them featured Kevin  Roche's drink machine; I had a  Cape Cod; all the drinks were tiny.  I 
also went to David Brin's launch party for his new book.

In  the meantime Mike went to a stargazing event that ended up in the parking lot near where we were 
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parked.  At a prearranged time I headed out to meet him at the car.  He kept calling me before then, but I 
generally couldn't hear the phone in the party suites.

I used my alarm to get up Sunday morning.
When I went upstairs for breakfast, there was no one about yet.  Mother was the first to appear.
After breakfast I used up time downloading two Audubon  apps and had no time for  anything  else 

before we left for Westercon.  We got there in plenty  of  time.  The first  panel we went to was  "Classic 
Science Fiction:  Flatland".

During the break before the next programme item  I was interested in, I had a  large mocha  latte that 
kind of served as my lunch.

Then  I went to a concert of music performed by  the Bohnhoffs.  There was  a short wait until  "Rocks 
from  Space", an interesting  discussion  of stuff that falls from the sky.  There was another break before the 
“Opening Ceremonies”, which lasted for about half an hour.  We left the con about 16:30.

Shortly after we got back to Mimi's, we went out to dinner at McGrath's Fish House.
At night I caught up with e-mail and Facebook and updated my financial records.

On Monday I woke up to my alarm as usual.
Mimi had left for work by the time I had breakfast.
About 09:00 we left for Bremerton.  It took us about an  hour to get there.  Mike showed Jan, his sister-

in-law, a bunch  of  photos on  his iPad before we left for  lunch  at Anthony's.  Unfortunately  Jan’s son, Jeff, 
was sick and couldn't join us.  After lunch  we went back to Jan's for  a  while.  She gave us a box and bag  of 
papers for Mike that her  husband had left  behind after  he passed; this would make it trickier to take the 
books from Mimi's.

I kept falling  asleep in  the car, so I napped for about an hour back at Mimi's.  Then  we went to dinner 
at Olive Garden, where my mother wanted to go, which was okay.

Mimi got home shortly  after  we returned from dinner.  I read e-mail, caught up with  Facebook, and 
updated my financial records.

I slept in  for  a change on  Tuesday but got up relatively  early  considering.  Since I'd used up the bacon, I 
had a breakfast omelet.

We left Mimi's about 10:00 and dropped Mother  off  at  the nursing home.  We went to the UPS Store to 
send Mimi's old computer to a shut-in friend of ours; I also mailed an N3F birthday  card from  there.  
Then  we went to Walmart and found practically  everything  on my shopping list for my October  visit.  
After that I picked up lunch  at Panera Bread.  Then Mike went to an  Arco station to gas up the car  and air 
up the tyres.  I called Mother to let her know we were on the way back to the nursing home.

I had my lunch at the nursing home.  After  Dad finished lunch, we took him outside to take pictures.  
Then  we pushed him on his wheelchair once around the enclosed garden area  before returning him  to his 
room and leaving.

Back at Mimi's I read e-mail, caught up with Facebook, 
updated financial records, and read.
For dinner we went to The Rock Wood Fired Pizza  for 
dinner.  We all had pizza.
Mimi didn't get home until nearly 21:00.  I retired 
early, being rather tired.

Wednesday morning I used my alarm to get up.

I had omelet again for breakfast.

We left Mimi's  about 09:30 to meet our friends Tom 
and Marina  at the Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium in 
Tacoma.  As we approached the park, Tom  called to say 
they'd be late.  We were a little late ourselves but waited 
quite a  while for them.  Fortunately  the place is 

relatively  small; my right hip started bothering me after a while and didn't really feel  better until  we got 
back to Mimi's.  We had lunch with Tom and Marina at the zoo before we left.

Back at Mimi's I read e-mail and caught up with Facebook.
Then  we set off  for  the Melting Pot in  Tacoma to meet Mimi for  dinner.  We had a  very  large fondue 

dinner with four courses.
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I got up in the middle of the night on Thursday to ensure a timely arrival in Eureka.
I made myself  breakfast and put the dishes in  the dishwasher  afterward.  Then I helped finish  putting 

stuff in the car.  Mother got up about then.  I used the bathroom and said good-bye to her and Mimi. 
We were on  the road by 06:30 on  a  somewhat foggy morning.  By the time we reached Olympia less 

than an hour later, the fog had largely dissipated.
I made it all the way to Salem, OR, before a comfort stop.
About one o’clock we stopped a Wendy's, where I bought lunch, in Grants Pass, OR, where it was 90°F.
About one hour out from Eureka, I tried to call  David Schlosser; but there was little to no cell  signal.  I 

was finally able to call about half an hour out from town.
We reached the Red Lion Hotel  Eureka about 16:45, but there was a  line at registration  and only  one 

clerk working the desk.  My right leg started aching while I waited.  It seems to feel  better  when I put 
weight on it.

David Schlosser came to the hotel  about 17:30, and we walked over  to a  Cambodian  restaurant nearby.  
We walked back to the hotel  when Mike started turning into a pumpkin, but David and I continued to talk 
in the lobby for a while after Mike went up to our room.

Back in the room, I caught up with e-mail and Facebook.

I used my alarm Friday to get up before dawn.
I ate breakfast at the hotel restaurant.
Then we checked out.  First we stopped for gas at the Shell across the street.
We made a lunch  stop in  Livermore.  My  bladder  was ready to go, but we had to get around the mess 

that's San Francisco.  Mike bought gas at Chevron first, where we both used the rest rooms.  Then I picked 
up a pretty good bunless burger at Jack in the Box.  It was about ninety degrees there.

From there we drove straight  on  to Bakersfield.  There were a  few traffic issues but not too bad.  I slept 
on and off but not comfortably.  There were books behind my seat that kept the seat from reclining.  I got 
a headache from being all cramped up.

Bakersfield was definitely hot--about 108°F.  Shortly  after we checked in, we had dinner  at the hotel.  It 
was quite good.

After dinner I caught up with e-mail and Facebook and read.

I had breakfast at the hotel Saturday  morning.  I opted for the menu  rather  than the buffet.  My  right 
leg  was already bothering me, and there were many people lined up for the buffet.  There's  a  tour  group 
there; I can't  understand why  anyone would visit Bakersfield.  I spoke to a couple members of the tour 
group.  It sounded like they'd be visiting an old silver mining  town  today  and then go to Vegas tomorrow.  
There was also a  peewee baseball  team  from  Agoura playing a  game that day.  One mother said it was 
hotter and more humid in Bakersfield than in Agoura.  

We left the hotel about 07:30.
We stopped in  Santa Fe Springs at an Arco station with  the sorriest  AMPM store.  Instead of restrooms 

there was just a bathroom in the employee area.
On the drive to Oceanside, I managed to connect with  Ed Colbert a  little after 10:00; he planned to 

meet me at our hotel about 13:00.
We arrived at Comfort Suites Marina in  Oceanside about 11:30.  There was as  yet no room  ready.  After 

some discussion  of various options, we unloaded the car onto a cart.  Mike walked to OPT, where he 
would attend an  astronomy event.  It  was only  a few blocks away; I waited in  the lobby with the luggage 
for  our room  to be ready.  I got checked in  about 12:45.  Ed and Judy were running  late and didn't  actually 
get to the hotel  until  well after 14:00.  They drove me to a  restaurant called Sammy's in  Carlsbad.  We had 
an enjoyable lunch and good conversation.  They brought me back to the motel about 16.30. 

Meanwhile the Dennises had got all  mixed up about when they were supposed to have dinner  with us.  
There was some shuffling on their part, but everything was worked out.

There were a couple of hours of free time; so I read e-mail, caught up with Facebook, and read.
I picked Mike up after  he called me from  OPT.  We went straight from  there to the Fish  Market 

restaurant in  El  Solana.  We thought we were early, but Scott and Jane were already  there.  We had a  very 
enjoyable dinner there with great conversation.  They  also had my  v-neck T-shirt that  I had ordered for 
me.

It was  fairly  late when we returned to the motel.  Mike turned in  almost immediately.  I did some 
record keeping, read e-mail, and caught up with Facebook.

I awoke to my alarm shortly before dawn on Sunday.
I had the complimentary motel breakfast.
We were on the road about 07:30 as planned.
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We made two stops in Gila Bend.  The first was at McDonalds where I relieved myself and bought 
lunch.  Then we refuelled at Mike's favourite Shell station.

It rained on us a bit after left Gila  Bend.  We made it home about 14:30 and almost immediately 
detected a loud sound coming from  the house.  It turned out to be the smoke detector  in  my  work room.  
We don't know what set  it off.  There was nothing  wrong with the battery.  Eventually Mike got it to stop 
making the ear-piercing noise.  It  was also obvious that there had been at  least one power  outage, possibly 
of some length since the backup battery in the clock that Mike keeps in the observatory had died.

We ended up having to replace the smoke detector.
Then I called Mimi.

* * *

* Solo A-7 Fighter Squadron Reunion
Mike drove from Arizona to Myrtle Beach, South  Carolina, for a  reunion  of the 356th Tactical  Fighter 

Squadron, 24-27  September 2012.  From  1974 to 1977, Mike flew the single seat, single engine, A-7D jet 
fighter, which  was based at Myrtle Beach Air Force Base.  The base was closed in  1993, with all  the land 
and buildings being  turned over to the City of Myrtle Beach, which  developed it into an  outstanding 
marketplace and residential area.  Some of  the Air  Force buildings  remained, as did the house that Mike 
lived in on  base housing.  Unfortunately, his  squadron building  was gone, but the parking lot  in front of 
the squadron  building  was  still  there.  There was  a lot of signage on the old base that honoured people and 
activities of MBAFB and the Air  Force, as well as  a museum.  Mike was  the "staff  photographer" for  the 
reunion  and took many photos, some of which  can  be seen  on his A-7D reunion web page:  http://
www.weasner.com/A-7D/356_Reunion_2012/index.html   For  more photos of  Mike's A-7D flying, see his 
A-7D web page:  http://www.weasner.com/A-7D/index.html

On the drive back to Arizona, Mike stopped in  Big Spring, Texas, which  was the home of Webb AFB, 
where Mike did his Air  Force Undergraduate Pilot Training in 1973.  The base was  closed in  the late 1970s 
and is now an industrial park and airport.  One of the aircraft maintenance hangars  has been turned into a 
museum called "Hangar  25  Air  Museum", honouring  the base.  Mike's photos of the museum are at:  
http://www.weasner.com/T-38/Hangar_25_Air_Museum/index.html

You  can  see photos of Mike's UPT experience flying the T-37  and T-38 jet  aircraft at:  http://
www.weasner.com/T-37/index.html and http://www.weasner.com/T-38/index.html

* * *

* Solo Seattle Trip
Earlier in  the year, my sister, Mimi, had asked me to fly  up to Seattle to stay  with  Mother while she 

attended a  reunion of her  medical school class.  This was the original sole reason  for  the trip.  Then  I 
discovered that a  skating competition, Skate America (the first in  a  series of international  figure skating 
competitions), would be held in  Kent, very close to my sister’s, the following weekend; so the trip became 
longer.  Mimi  offered to pick me up at SeaTac and to drive me there when I was flying home, but she had 
all  sorts of parameters to meet.  Consequently  I ended up flying out of  and into Phoenix rather  than 
Tucson.

Thursday, 11  October 2012, Mike drove me to Sky Harbor airport in  Phoenix.  It took us a  little longer 
than two hours  to get there.  I got checked in smoothly  at the Alaska Airlines counter, and I waited not too 
long for  the wheelchair.  The person  pushing the wheelchair, I believe her  name was Julia, was very nice.  
She guided me through  the security checkpoint, and we arrived at the gate more than two hours before 
departure.  (The reason I was using the wheel  chair  harks back to the hip pain I mentioned in my  previous 
report.  It turned out to be sciatica.  I didn’t want to take the chance of something bad happening.)  
Boarding  also went smoothly.  Despite warnings that every seat was full, the centre seat in many  sections 
was empty.  The only  downside of the flight was not being  able to get  the lunch I wanted.  My  second 
choice was  not too bad--a  selection of vegan  and gluten free snack items.  The flight arrived about a  half 
hour before the scheduled time.  The first thing I noticed as we approached SeaTac from  the air  was the 
autumn colours.  I arrived there to see the fall foliage.

After Mimi picked me up, we shopped at Walmart and a supermarket.  Mimi also withdrew some 
money.  And then she took me to Radio Shack, where I got a cover for my iPad.

We arrived at Mimi's about 16:00, but Mimi had lots of stuff  to do to get ready  for  her trip the next 
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day.  She wanted to be at the airport by 07:30.  She would drive herself and leave her car at the airport.
Dinner was delayed by repairs to the vent fan  for  the cook top.  We didn't eat until about 19:15.  My 

sciatica  and bursitis were bothering me badly, and I couldn't help in  the kitchen as much  as I'd hoped.  I 
was able, with Mike's remote help, to restore Mimi's wi fi network. 

The evening was hectic as Mimi  packed for  her trip with  many  interruptions.  I caught up with 
Facebook.

For breakfast the next day, I heated up one of the breakfast omelettes.  I didn't  feel  much like cooking, 
what with my headache.

What a  stressful  day!  After Mother  was picked up by  the bus service, I tried to leave Mimi's.  I couldn't 
find a  garage door  opener in the Subaru, so I had to open  the garage door using  the keypad in  the garage.  
That was  another ordeal, because I didn't know which button to push; I ended up accidentally  locking  out 
the remotes on both doors.  I got to Panera  Bread okay  but got lost on the way to the nursing home where 
my  father has been for  the past five or  so years since he suffered a haemorrhagic stroke.  That  turned out 
to be the least of my problems.  I called the nursing  home, whose information I luckily found on my 
phone.  I got there later  than  I planned, but my parents were still  eating.  Mother had a problem; she kept 
regurgitating  her food.  (Luckily this seemed to be a one-time occurrence.)  Since I couldn't reach Mimi, 
who was on  a plane; I consulted with  my friend Marina  Stern, who used to be a  nurse.  After I left the 
nursing home, I had the worst problems.  I couldn't find my way back to Mimi's.  I drove around and 
around.  Finally  at a 7-11, I found someone familiar with  the area who pointed me in the right  direction; 
but it took me about forty-five minutes to do a five- or  ten-minute drive.  I'm definitely  feeling  stressed 
out.

The rest of the afternoon was mostly spent catching up with  e-mail  and Facebook.  Mimi  called after 
she checked into her hotel  in Rochester, NY, and I gave her the rundown on  all  my problems.  We also 
discussed Mother's problem.  Mimi  wanted Mother  to take her blood pressure, and I helped Mother with 
that after the phone call; it was  normal.  Shortly thereafter I made fried chicken  for  dinner; for a first 
effort, it was not bad.

Mimi called back after dinner.  She was  a bit concerned about the blood pressure reading.  After 
Mother  cleaned up in the kitchen, she read one sheet of the Japanese song titles I'd brought so I could 
translate it.  Then it was her bedtime, and I was also tired.

I made bacon and egg for breakfast on Tuesday.
Mother  and I left the house about 10:00.  I took a wrong turn, so drove around for a while until  I got 

reoriented.  We went to the farmer's  market and picked up tomatoes and peaches.  We didn't stick around 
because of rain.  Then we picked up lunch at Panera  Bread and went to visit  Dad.  Marvin's son  showed 
up; Marvin  is the husband of another patient at  the nursing  home; he and his son are quite sociable.  We 
returned to the house shortly  after  we ate.  Mimi called just after we got back.  I thought about showering 
but decided to wait until after dinner.  Instead I took a nap.

For dinner  we ordered a  gluten-free pizza from  a place whose menu  Mimi left us.  It was pretty  good.  
Then we ate two nectarines Mother had.

At night I showered, caught up with  Facebook and e-mail, did a bunch of Internet stuff, and read.  I 
slept rather fitfully that night.  My right leg bothering me was one issue.

Mother  got up late on  Sunday.  I had to start boiling  the water for  breakfast.  I had my usual  bacon  and 
egg.

Oliver, one of Mimi’s cats, threw up several times, once in my shoes, and upchucked most of his food.
We left to visit Dad about 10:30.  We stopped at  Panera  Bread to get lunch.  Marshall was visiting 

again.  The power went out shortly  after we got there and hadn't  come back on when we left.  They  were 
still on generator when we left.

Mimi was home when we returned, sleeping in the family room.
This evening just as we were preparing  to reheat some leftovers for  dinner, the power  went out.  Mimi 

called the power  company, then McGrath's to see if they were open.  She had to open the garage door 
manually, which turned out to be pretty tricky.  The outage seemed to encompass  several  blocks.  The 
power must have been restored shortly after we left, but we had an enjoyable meal at McGrath's,

Mimi was already up Monday morning when  I woke up to my alarm.  Oliver  poked his  head in  but 
didn't come into the guest bedroom.

I had my usual egg and bacon for breakfast.
Mother  was picked up by the door to door  bus service about 10:30.  Mimi and I didn't leave until  more 

than an  hour later.  She stopped to pick up kitty litter at Petco.  Then we got lunch  at Panera Bread.  Mimi 
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has a knack for getting Dad to talk; I think it's because she knows how to talk to kids.
After we left the nursing home, Mimi did a  dry run drive to Kent with  me.  I made a few adjustments in 

the Mapquest instructions I had printed out.  ShoWare Center  seems kind of  small compared to the 
venues I was used to in LA.

We had a dinner of leftovers today.
I showered at night.  Mimi gave me a  space heater to use; that made a  lot of difference.  The guest 

bedroom in  Mimi’s house is in  the basement.  Her house only has one thermostat, and it is cold 
downstairs.  Mother translated the remainder of the Japanese titles for me.

I woke up to my alarm Tuesday morning.
Mother  was all  finished with breakfast when  I went up to eat.  I finished going through e-mail, 

Facebook, and Internet stuff after I ate.
Mother's bus arrived about 10:30, and I left  shortly  thereafter.  I arrived a  bit on  the early  side.  I 

managed to communicate more with Dad.  Mimi was back to her regular work schedule.
I managed to get a bit lost  on my  way  back to Mimi's.  In  late afternoon  Mimi's  friend came over to fix 

her  shower door that had fallen out of  its 
track.

We ate leftovers for dinner.  Mimi 
didn't get home until late.

As soon as  I shut off my  alarm 
Wednesday  morning, I started my 
laundry before doing anything else.

I made the usual  egg and bacon  for 
breakfast.

After breakfast I folded my  laundry.  
As soon  as Mother was ready, we left to 
go see the Chihuly exhibit at Seattle 
Center.  Our  attempt to use the light rail 
was foiled because of lack of  parking.  If 
Mother  had had a handicapped placard, 
we would have been able to park.  After 
we gave up on  finding parking, I called 
Mimi.  She advised going  to the 
monorail  station at Westlake.  With  some 
minor problems, we managed to find the place.  We took the monorail  to Seattle Center.  We met two 
German programmers there to attend a conference going  on in  Seattle.  By  the time we reached Seattle 
Center just before 13:00, we were ready  for  lunch.  We found a fairly  decent place to eat quickly.  Then we 
went to the exhibit, which was partly outside.  It was a very  nice exhibit, and we were permitted to take 
photos. 

We ran  into more problems leaving Seattle.  There had been a traffic accident that kept traffic stalled 
for  several light changes.  I wasn't able to see the freeway sign  until  a bunch  of buses moved out of  my 
sight of vision.  Then I had to make a quick lane change.

Mother finished her laundry after we got back to Mimi's after I got a little lost.
We ordered pizza for dinner.
Mimi didn't get home until late.

Thursday I washed my hair before Mother and I went grocery shopping.
We put away the perishables before we went out again.  We picked up our  lunch at Panera  Bread on 

the way to the nursing home.
Mimi got home in late afternoon.  She worked in the morning and did some shopping later. 
We had some pork cutlets for dinner.
At night I read e-mail, caught up with Facebook, and read.

Friday  during my  usual breakfast of bacon and egg, a  wine critic named Eric Asimov came on TV.  He 
looked too much like Isaac to ignore.  I looked him up, and he's Isaac's nephew.

Mother  got picked up at 10:50, and I left shortly after that.  I picked up lunch at Panera  Bread and 
continued on to the nursing home.

Back at  Mimi's, I read e-mail, caught up with  Facebook, and did Internet  stuff; the bookmarks on my 
iPad that had disappeared a couple of days ago were restored to Safari.
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I had an early dinner of leftover pizza.
I left Mimi's  about 17:45.  As soon  as I got on  the 5, I ran into accident traffic; so it took me twice as 

long as it should have to get to the arena; so I didn't  exactly arrive early.  I had deluxe tickets  that allowed 
me to attend all  the sessions and also gave me access to a lounge with snacks.  I could also have attended 
practice sessions, but I didn’t have the energy for that.

We got  two drink vouchers per session, but I didn’t use more than one each time.  The water in  my 
water  bottle was half  frozen.  I was  seated by  two skating fans from  the NYC area--Marian  and Mary.  The 
this evening’s session  was the pairs and men’s short programmes.  There were only  seven pairs due to 
injury.  I won’t bother  going into details about the competition since most readers wouldn't  be interested.  
Besides this would be really  stale news for  anyone following  the sport.  To clarify  for people unfamiliar 
with figure skating, there are currently short and long programmes for each of four categories.

I dropped Mother off at the nursing home on Saturday before I continued on to Kent.
After I parked the car, I walked over to Panera Bread to get a very  early  lunch; this  one in  Kent didn’t 

seem quite as nice as the one in Federal Way.
After a not so nice lunch and scouting around the area a bit, I walked back over to the arena.
The women skated their short programme first.  After that were the dancers.
There was a break for practice before the evening  events.  I watched the men's  practice and then went 

upstairs to await free food.  I had an interesting conversation with a skating official.
At night was the men's final  competition; it  was a Japanese sweep.  The pairs final  followed.  The 

evening ended with medal ceremonies for both events.
It was about 23:00 when everything was over.
I suffered the first of two cramps in  my left ankle while I was winding down from  the evening.  It was 

after  midnight, and the cramp was severe.  I had another  one while I was exercising in the morning, not 
quite as severe.

I had my usual bacon and egg breakfast on Sunday.  I had a little time to read e-mail before getting 
ready to leave for the day.  I was a little later than I had planned.  The day was sunny if cold.

Benjamin Agosto, an  ice dancer who has won many medals including an Olympic silver medal  in 2006, 
was in the VIP suite when  I got there; he was a  designated official for the competition.  Marian  chipped in 
to take a photo of the two of us together.  After talking with him for a while, I ate of the free food.

Ice dancing was  up first.  Ladies  was the last event.  We had to clear the building after  the medal 
ceremonies.  It was rainy and cold so quite unpleasant; I certainly didn’t feel like going  anywhere.  With 
my  leg problems, I couldn’t  stand around like many  other  people, so  I just sat in  the car  until we could go 
back in.

After I went back in, I had an interesting conversation 
with  local  fans Seth  and Miyako (sp?) in  the VIP lounge.  
Actually the wife is  the fan; the husband just came to 
keep her company. 
The exhibition  skating  was a mixed bag, but Japanese 
skater Yuzuru  Hanyu  blew the audience away with  a 
rock number just before intermission.  It  took longer  to 
get back to Mimi's tonight; there seemed to be a lot 
more traffic:  the hour  was  earlier, and there may  have 
been more cars in the parking lot.
I had a snack after I got back to Mimi's.  I went to bed 
about midnight when I couldn't keep my eyes open.  

Monday morning I felt like death warmed over even 
though I pretty much got seven solid hours of sleep.
 I did some packing before I went up for breakfast.  I 
warmed up a frozen  omelette.  I stayed with Mother 
until  she was picked up to go to the nursing home.  
Then  I finished packing and brought everything up to 
the main floor.  I caught up with e-mail and Facebook.
I had an early lunch of leftover fried chicken.
Mimi got home shortly  after 13:00, and she drove me to 

the airport.  SeaTac seemed much busier than  Sky 
Harbor.  I talked to various other  people while I waited for my flight and my two row companions  on the 
plane.  I didn't spend much  time reading.  One of the flight attendants spilled the remnants of  cranberry 
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juice on  me, fortunately just  barely  missing the iPhone I was holding.  All  they  offered in  compensation 
was money toward another  flight or mileage.  (After I returned home, I wrote a letter  of disappointment to 
Alaska Air; and they  paid for  the dry cleaning of  my  raincoat.)  For some reason we were not offered any 
food on this flight.

Mike picked me up promptly.  He had arrived two hours early, because Allergy  Partners  screwed up 
royally.  His serum was expired, so he couldn't get his allergy shot.

* * *

* Loscon Trip
Monday, 19 November 2012, I got up at oh dark hundred for our drive to LA.
We left home at 08:00 as planned; Mike drove as usual.  After about half an hour, I took a nap for 

about an hour.  About 10:00 we made our usual Gila Bend stop for fuel and comfort.
I had lunch in the car about 11:30.  As we got closer to LA, and listening to radio shows on my iPod 

became less feasible, I read e-mail.  Our Prius plays the iPod through  the FM receiver; this doesn’t work 
too well in places with too many radio stations.

We arrived at the Loscon  hotel, the Marriott at LAX, about 15:30.  There had been  a  water pipe burst 
near  the entrance to the self  parking area that made easy access impossible.  Getting to the handicapped 
parking area  is kind of  a joke; you have to walk all  the around the front of  the hotel.  I had obtained a 
handicapped placard before the trip; it helped to a limited extent.  After we got to our room, I made 
arrangements to visit the Getty Villa, to meet  our friend Robin  Holland for brunch, and attend a 
performance of the East West Players. 

We ate at a  hotel  restaurant for  dinner.  I had filet mignon; Mike had a burger.  I also had a martini 
and sorbet for dessert.

At night  I showered and caught up on e-mail, Facebook, and financial  records.  I discovered a  problem 
with the bathroom light; it is on a timer with a motion sensor, and it turned off while I was in the shower.

I awoke to my alarm on Tuesday.  The bathroom light went off while I was sitting on the toilet.
When I went to Latitude 33, I mentioned the bathroom light problem to the hostess, and she reported 

it for  me.  Mike said the engineer came to the room shortly  after I left.  The engineer  didn't find anything 
wrong, but he toggled a  switch, and that must have fixed the problem.  After  I returned to the room, the 
light seemed to be working okay.  As compensation for our problem, they credited us $50.

I had the buffet breakfast, two eggs, bacon, and some fruit.
We left the hotel  a bit  after 09:00 for  a  meeting with  Stuart, our financial  advisor, on the Palos Verdes 

Peninsula.  Then we stopped at Mike's favourite Arco station to gas up the car. 
When we got to the Blatt house, Muriel  was there with  her daughter; we used to live in the house next 

to hers.  She suggested lunching at the Red Onion, so that's where we ended up.  They also have a dog 
now.  We had a leisurely enjoyable lunch as Muriel's guests. 

Afterward I replenished my supply of snack bars at Whole Foods in Torrance.
From there we drove straight to our friend Jill's in West LA; it  took about an hour.  Jill  wanted to 

replace her printer.  After doing a  little online research, Mike and Jill  went to a  nearby  Staples to buy  one.  
While Mike installed it, Jill  started dinner and she and I chatted.  Don  and Lee Carlile arrived on  the dot 
at 18:00.  We ate about a half  hour  later.  Afterward Mike and Don went back upstairs to finish installing 
the printer.  We were there until 22:00, so we got back to the hotel quite late.

I still spent time reading e-mail, catching up with Facebook, and paying a bill.

I awoke to my alarm Wednesday morning.
I had buffet for breakfast again, today an omelette.
Shortly after breakfast we left for the Getty  Villa.  There are signs along  the road now before you get 

there, and there is  a large parking garage.  On  the other hand; there is quite a bit of walking to get from 
the garage to the actual  museum.  A new structure has been  built to the left of  the villa, and it houses a  gift 
shop and cafe.  I managed just barely to navigate among the exhibit halls with  some rest periods along the 
way.  I paused a couple of  times  to respond to texts from  Marcia and phone calls from  Mary Kato; we were 
trying to arrange to get together.
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After we looked at all  the exhibits, we had lunch at the cafe; I had a  cheese and dried fruit plate, and 
Mike had spaghetti.

When we returned to the hotel, we ran  into Marty  Massoglia  in the lobby.  Marty  and his  wife sell 
books by mail and at conventions.

We rested a bit in our  room before heading to dinner  about 17:00.  I just had a  "small" salad, and Mike 
had soup and a humongous dessert.

After a postprandial  washing up, we drove to little Tokyo to see the East West Players in  Tea, with 
Music.  It's a  touching musical  about five Japanese war  brides in Kansas.  It revealed to me how unusual 
was my Aunt Sadako’s situation.  She was well-educated in the English language and was working for the 
occupational  forces as a  secretary when  she met her  future husband.  Most Japanese war  brides did not 
speak English  when  they  met their  prospective husbands.  The play was  written  by Velina Hasu  Houston 
with  music by  Nathan Wang.  The performers were Joan  Almedilla, Tiffany-Marie Austin, Yumi Iwama, 
Jennie Kwan, and Janet Song.

Back at the hotel, I caught up with e-mail and Facebook. 

I made it  down to breakfast earlier than before on Thursday.  I had the buffet and ordered an  omelette 
and also had fruit.

During the morning I read e-mail, updated financial  records, caught up with Facebook, and did 
Internet stuff.

About noon I took a short break to munch on a snack bar in lieu of lunch.
We left the hotel  about 13:00 to join Tom and Marina  Stern for Thanksgiving dinner at  their house.  

Traffic wasn't as bad as I'd expected, so we arrived early.  She already  had guests:  a childhood friend and 
her  brother.  Also Random, who is living there now as a  boarder and house sitter, was  there.  Shortly  after 
we got there, Alan Frisbie and Sharon Johnson arrived.  After conversing  for  a while, dinner was ready.  
The food was great, and there was plenty.  The conversation  continued during and after the meal.  The 
first  to leave were Ann  and John.  Eventually Alan  and Sharon also left.  We moved back to the more 
comfortable living room and continued talking until Mike decided we should also leave.

The self-parking lot was  full; a  huge semi took up several  handicapped spaces.  They opened up 
underground parking for us, and we were able to find parking not too far from  the hotel  entrance.  We ran 
into Christian, who was working on  the convention.  Con  registration  had closed early, but he said they 
would open at 09:00 the next day.

Before retiring I caught up with e-mail and Facebook.
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I used my alarm to get up on Friday.
I joined Robbie Bourget  for breakfast, for which  I had the full buffet.  We had a  very  interesting 

conversation  than  included a discussion  of  the contested worldcon  bid for 2015.  After  she left to open 
registration, I asked June Moffat to join me for conversation. 

I returned to our  room to get my Kitt Peak bag ready.  Then Mike and I went down  to register for 
Loscon.  I also picked up my scooter, which  I had decided to rent because of my sciatica; although  I had 
started physical therapy, things were still touch and go.

We returned to the room  again, where we worked out logistics for getting the scooter  in  and out.  It's  a 
bit  tricky, mostly  because of the limited access to power outlets.  We spent some time in  the room  going 
over our game plan for the weekend.  Then I read some e-mail.

About 11:30 we went down to lunch in the Latitude 33 restaurant.  I had a bunless burger, and Mike 
had the regular burger.

After that I mostly  talked to people:  Norm  Cooper, Peggy and William  Wu, Mike Donohue, probably 
others.  I also picked up my T-shirt  order  from Scott Dennis (Fo’ Paws).  I bought earrings from Terri 
Moore.  Mike spent way too much on a couple of out-of-print CDs and also bought a bargain-priced book.

Eventually I managed to get to the room where "Jay  Kay Klein:  a  Man/Camera" was being presented.  
Mike was already there.  The discussion (with  panellists Melissa  Conway, John Hertz, and Julia D. Ree)  
was about his  legacy of photos that he'd left to the Eaton collection  in Riverside.  As I exited that room, I 
ran into Genny Dazzo, who told me about problems they had with two new cats they'd adopted.

Then  I went to "GoH:  Alan White".  Alan  had a great slide show about his development as an  artist.  
Mike arrived just as that was wrapping  up.  He was there for  the next programme in  that room--"Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter:  Eyes in the Skies of Mars", for  which I also stayed.  While I'd been  listening to 
Alan, Mike had attended "Before '50s SF Films" (panellists Eric Hoffman; Charles L. Jackson, II; and Bill 
Warren).

It was dinner time, and we decided to try out the steak restaurant in the hotel.  It was quite good.
We were late getting to the ice cream social, but there was still  some being served.  I talked with Jacqui 

Baric, Sasa Neuman, and Sandy Stoller.  Jacqui had her cute dog with her.
By  that  time, most of the parties had started.  I only  made it to a couple of them:  the Sime~Gen party 

and Elst's.  I had lengthy conversations with Charlie Jackson, Christian McGuire, Susanne Vega, and Jace 
Foss.  I also talked with Karen Anderson, Alex Pournelle, the Chapmans, and probably  others.  By then I 
was getting tired; so I returned to our room, where Mike was already asleep.

Mike joined me for breakfast on  Saturday.  When we got to Latitude 33, there was a humongous line.  
It took about half an hour to get seated.  We ate with two other fans.

I had to rush over to a 10:00 panel.  I went to "Krypton Radio", where I bumped into Gene Turnbow, 
whom  I'd met years ago at  one of Robin Holland's games meetings at her  old place.  Krypton Radio is an 
Internet radio show.  Its first  broadcast programme was recorded as we watched.  Besides Gene, the other 
participants were authors W. Bryant, D. Clarke, S. P. Hendrick, M. Secara, and R Seutter  and Gene’s co-
worker, Susan Fox.  Mike had free time and visited the dealer's room and chatted with the Massoglias.

We both attended "Curiosity:  Mars Science Lab", an overview of Curiosity after the landing.  I think 
the presenter, Dr. Michael Watkins of  JPL, 
looked a lot like Richard Dean Anderson".  
It was basically a slide show with narration.

Then  I went to the "Voice Over", a  panel 
that included Lloyd Penney, who was the 
co-FG0H.  The panel  (whose other 
panellists were A. Adler, Sean Crosby, Don 
Glut, A. Packard, and Phil  Proctor) turned 
out to be very  interesting.  Each 
participant’s experiences were different 
from the others’.

Meanwhile Mike was at a  panel  about 
“Mysteries and SF” presented by Mel 
Gilden, Jim Glass, Barbara  Hambley, Larry 
Niven, and Vernor Vinge.

After that I attended Vernor Vinge's 
guest of honour  talk, which was also very 
interesting.  Before he spoke I managed to 
eat a snack bar as a sort of pseudo lunch.

By  that time all  my camera  batteries were depleted, or at  least partly  used; so I returned to the room  to 
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recharge a battery.  I left that charging  and went back down to pre-support the Orlando worldcon bid for 
2015.  Then I looked over the art show.  I did another circuit around the dealers room and then  decided to 
get dinner on my own.  I had the salmon at Latitude 33.

After dinner  I returned to our room  to retrieve my camera.  Then I joined Mike to line up for  the 
masquerade.  The masquerade had few entries, and the half-time comedy entertainment was good.

Following  the masquerade I returned the scooter to our room, and we both  went to Karen  Anderson's 
room  party.  When Mike expressed his  desire to leave, I also left.  He returned to our room, and I went up 
to the party  floor to check out other parties.  Next year's Loscon  apparently  does not yet have a  full  roster 
of guests.  At the Kansas City in 2016 party, I talked with  Charlie Jackson and Lisa Harrigan.  I also had 
enjoyable conversation with several people at the Phoenix in 2015 Nasfic bid party.

In  the interest of  getting breakfast on a  more timely  basis than the previous day, I got up earlier  on 
Sunday.

Breakfast was much less crowded this morning.  As I was finishing up, Robbie joined me.  We left 
together.

Since it was still  early, I went back to our room for a while.  About 09:30 I went down to the 
convention floor.    I made my  way  slowly  toward the room  where the first  programme was scheduled, 
stopping along  the way to talk to various people.  The first programme was Chris Garcia  interviewing the 
Penneys.  Mike went to “DAWN:  Journey to the Beginning  of the Solar  System” presented by JPL 
employee Bridget Landry.

At 11:30 I went to hear  a  discussion  of  "Shakespeare in SF".  Most of the panellists (Sarah  Joy  Adams, 
Steve Barnes, Valerie Estelle Frankel, S. P. Hendrick, and Harry Turtledove) weren't  terribly well 
prepared; so the discussion mostly went sideways, though it was still interesting.

Meanwhile Mike attended “Working Spacecraft  Operations”  presented by  Steve Collins, Tara Estlin, 
Bridget Landry, Sarah Milkovich, and Trina Ray, all from JPL.

I went back to the room  to leave my Kitt Peak bag there.  Then  I set out to get lunch.  Unfortunately 
only the sports bar  was open; the setup wasn't conducive to someone in a  scooter, so I returned to the 
room and ate a snack bar.

Afterward I wandered around the convention  floor  chatting  with  various people.  After a couple of 
hours, I decided to return the scooter.  I returned to the room to retrieve the charging box.  When I got 
down  to the convention  floor, there was no one around to return the scooter to.  Another  woman  and I 
waited until  someone decided to allow us to leave the scooters in a room  behind the information  window.  
As we were waiting, people came around to assure me that  I was welcome to join  the dinner party to 
Proud Bird.

Sometime around then  Mike attended Art Bozlee’s  presentation “How Can  You  Fly  in Space”.  Art is an 
investor with XCOR Aerospace.

I went back to our room until  dinner time and read e-mail  and updated my  diary.  I also took a  short 
nap.  Mike watched football except when he showered.

Shortly before meeting time for  dinner, I went out to the lobby.  The Penneys were making 
arrangements for transportation  to the airport early  the next morning.  Shortly thereafter  the rest  of  the 
group riding  with Sherri  Benoun arrived.  She drove us  over in two shifts.  Dinner at  the Proud Bird was 
relatively good after some initial confusion on the part of our waiter about my gluten free requirement.

After we returned to the hotel, I returned to the room  to get rid of my coat; Mike was already in  bed.  
Then  I went up to the Dead Dog  in the con suite.  There were quite a few people there.  I had a fairly 
lengthy  conversation with  Michael  Siladi.  Then  I joined a group that included Lisa Harrigan, Kate 
Morgenstern, and Kevin Roche.  It was just about midnight when I returned to our room.

Monday morning I was awakened by a  cramp in my  right ankle minutes  before my alarm  was  set to go 
off.

I had a  snack bar mini  breakfast before Robin Holland picked us up for  brunch, which we had at 
Dinah's in Culver City.

Back at the hotel, I caught up with e-mail and Facebook, updated financial records, and took a nap.
In the evening we drove up to La Cañada Flintridge to have dinner with Bettyann and Hank.
When we returned to the hotel, there was room  in  the self-parking lot, but the place was a  mess with 

water leaking over much of it.
Back inside I finished catching up with Facebook and also updated financial records.

Tuesday I had breakfast at Latitude 33.
Back in the room, I called Bea and Ed.  Ed was too sick to see us, but Bea was able to see us the next 

day.  Then  I confirmed the hours for the SF exhibit at Cal State University  at Northridge, and we drove up 
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there.  Titled “Fantastic & Strange:  Reflections of  Self in  Science Fiction  Literature”, it was quite a  nice 
exhibit with groups of books and stories by topics, such as predicting the gadgets we have now.

I was really  sleepy on  the drive back.  The self-parking lot was a real  mess with  men  trying to fix the 
area where the water pipe blew up.  Water and mud covered substantial areas of the lot.

I picked up a fruit and yoghurt concoction at the Starbucks stand for lunch.
I spent the afternoon catching up with e-mail and Facebook, taking a nap, and reading.
This evening we had dinner at Houston's with Mary Kato.
Back at the hotel, I updated financial records, read e-mail, and caught up with Facebook.

I slept straight through to Wednesday  morning.  I washed my hair before breakfast.  At Latitude 33 
and had two eggs over easy.  The waiter, Michael, was just as good as Antonio.

We took an alternate route to Temple City, so we were going to reach Bea's place too early.  Mike 
suggested going to Target, and we bought a  Targus iPad case similar to the one he had to replace my  poor 
purse that was falling apart.  We reached Bea's place at noon  on  the dot.  We decided to have lunch at the 
WoodFire Grill not too far away.

Back at the hotel, I caught up with e-mail and Facebook.
In  the evening we drove to Culver City to have dinner  with  Marcia at a  posh restaurant called Akashi.  

By  then  we were experiencing drizzle from a storm  system  that was a  lot worse up north.  Marcia  and I 
had scallops, and Mike had a pizza.  I also had a ginger martini.  For dessert I had a crème brulée; Mike 
had chocolate cake; and Marcia  had ice cream.  On  the drive back, we stopped at a  Shell  station to fill  up 
the car.

Back at the hotel, they  let us park  under the hotel; so things would be a lot easier  the next morning.  
Then we did as much packing as could be done.

I slept straight through until my alarm went off Thursday morning.
After I was mostly packed, I went down  to Latitude 33 for breakfast.  I was  sufficiently hungry  that I 

had an omelette. 
We checked out and departed about the planned time.  It was drizzly.  The rain  was  increasing the 

incidence of accidents.  Shortly after we got started, I took a nap.  I dozed off again a bit later.
In early afternoon we stopped in Quartzite to get lunch at McDonald's. 
We reached Gila Bend in mid afternoon.
On the last leg  of our trip, my back started bothering me; and I just generally  felt tired.  I fell  asleep 

and missed parts of the radio dramas we were listening to.
* * *

Amy’s Motley Media Musings
Reviews by Amy Harlib

Message from  Amy:  For the foreseeable future, “Amy's  Motley  Media  Musings” will  resurrect all  the 
reviews in my files in  alphabetical  order, for they  are not readily found anywhere else any more.  I hope 
these will  contain some interesting perspectives to amuse and enlighten  on various genre and popular 
culture offerings in the past several  years—opinions from  a curious, feminist, inquiring, and, I’d like to 
think, culturally  educated, mind.  I hope Feline  Mewsings  readers find what I have to say  worthwhile.  
Thank you very much for your attention.

Cats and Dogs  (Warner Bros. 2001).  Directed by  Lawrence Guterman.  Written by  John 
Regua and Glenn Ficarra.  Music by John Debney.  Running time: 86 minutes.  Rated PG.

Lawrence Guterman, experienced with animation  and humour (he worked on Antz), directs a  family 
fantasy  feature with a  premise that depicts the two most common  household pets warring secretly since 
the dawn  of civilization.  One would think that by the 21st Century, détente might be at hand, but not so in 
this quirky film, its brilliant moments spoiled by being relentlessly anti-cat.

Dogs, on the other hand, get shown  in an overwhelmingly  positive light, being  the defenders of  mankind, 
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while cats, in  this polarized view, scheme to take over the world.  The feline leader, a fluffy white male 
Persian the humans  call  Mr. Tinkles (voice of Jean Hayes), plans to dominate by  stealing the work of 
eccentric, independent scientist Professor Brody (Jeff Goldblum).  The researcher hopes to develop a 
serum that will  eliminate dog allergies  among people, a  benefit the cats wish to prevent by  reversing  the 
formula, once it gets in their paws, to enhance the allergic reactions of two-legged folk to canines.  The 
desired result--humans wouldn't keep them  as pets any longer  and the felines would move in and take 
over completely. How the now harmful  agent would be distributed worldwide constitutes the cleverest 
surprise plot twist near the end of the movie.

The dogs, especially  a  top operative Anatolian  shepherd named Butch  (voiced by Alec Baldwin), get wind 
of the cats' conspiracy and they arrange for one of their  best agents to protect the Brodys, an all-American 
suburban family that includes, besides the already  mentioned Dad, real  estate agent Mom  (Elizabeth 
Perkins) and their  pre-adolescent son  (Alexander Pollock). Because of  a mix-up, a  totally inexperienced 
young beagle named Lou (voice of Tobey  Maguire), gets sent to be the Brodys' guardian.  Butch, under 
pressure of time, must take the puppy under his wing so to speak, and train the eager recruit in the covert 
canine espionage and secret service business.

Some of the genuinely  inspired shenanigans that ensue include the opening in which the global network of 
dog operatives gear  up for action  and the infiltration of  the Brodys' home by  a  pair of  parachute-jumping 
ninja-kitties (defeated), soon followed by  the Russian--a  cute grey, button-eyed kitten-assassin (actually a 
misidentified British  shorthair), armed with deadly explosive hair balls.   This just-mentioned menace 
takes a truly heroic effort to overcome.

The combination of trained animals, animatronic puppetry, and CGI skilfully render the antics of 
preternaturally  precocious pets believable in a cartoonish  sort of  way, for the SPFX benefit by not being 
100%  realistic, thus avoiding  the creep-you-out factor.  Similar  to Toy Story,  the critters hide their 
sentient behaviour  whenever a  "two-legged" appears, thus providing  many humorous moments.   Also 
enjoyably portrayed, the interactions of the Brody  family  members, especially the boy with  Lou  the beagle 
and the zanily preoccupied father learning to spend more time with  his son.  Clever  cinematography, with 
points of view at pets' eye-level  most of the time, immerses the viewer into the animals' world where 
people, furniture, trees, and buildings  loom  hugely over-head.  The best parts  of  Cats and Dogs happen 
when the animals' activities spoof James Bond type spy  thrillers complete with hidden  gadgets, concealed 
elaborate electronic devices, espionage mannerisms and jargon, all  accompanied by the excellent score 
which also parodies the genre.

-- Amy Harlib
* * *

Jonathan’s Science Corner
by Jonathan Vos Post

Oscillating Bodies at the Bottomless Bar

“After a  hard day  of studying  oscillating bodies,” Richard P. Feynman, Nobel  Laureate, told me, tapping 
his chalk on the blackboard of his office in  Bridge, “it's  nice to study some oscillating bodies.”   So off we 
went to his favourite topless  bar, Gianone’s.  I don't want to get parenthetical  right away, but a third 
person who used to hang out at  Gianone’s was Sirhan Sirhan, a Christian Arab with Jordanian  citizenship 
born in  Jerusalem.  When he was twelve years old, his  family  emigrated, moving briefly to New York and 
then to California.  He attended Eliot  Junior High  School  (now known  as Charles  W. Eliot Middle School, 
at which  I've been a  substitute teacher) in  Altadena, California, John  Muir High School (at which I've also 
been a substitute teacher) and Pasadena City  College.  Sirhan's father, Bishara, was  characterized as a 
stern  man who often  beat his sons harshly.  Shortly  after  the family's move to California, Bishara  returned 
alone to the Middle East.  On  June 5, 1968, Sirhan  fired a .22 caliber  Iver-Johnson Cadet revolver  at 
Senator Robert Kennedy and the crowd surrounding him  in the Ambassador  Hotel  in  Los Angeles shortly 
after  Kennedy  had finished addressing  supporters in the hotel's  main  ballroom.  George Plimpton, Rosey 
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Grier, author Pete Hamill, and 1960 Olympic gold medalist Rafer  Johnson  were among several  men  who 
subdued and disarmed Sirhan after  a lengthy struggle.  Kennedy was shot three times, once in the head 
and twice in  the back, with  a fourth  bullet passing through his jacket, and died nearly  twenty-six hours 
later.  Five other people at the party  were also shot, but all  five recovered--Paul  Schrade, an official with 
the United Automobile Workers union; William  Weisel, an  ABC TV  unit manager; Ira Goldstein, a 
reporter with  the Continental  News Service; Elizabeth  Evans, a friend of Pierre Salinger, one of  Kennedy's 
campaign aides; and Irwin  Stroll, a teenaged Kennedy volunteer.  Okay.  Close parentheses.  Back to me, 
Feynman, and the topless/bottomless young ladies.

The location of Gianone’s  is a couple or  three miles downhill  from my home of the past twenty-three 
years, at 1453 North  Lake Avenue, on the west side of  the street, just north of  East Rio Grande.  Dargin 
McWhorter, with Big  Mama (Emma sue Miller McWhorter, born in  Burda, Georgia, just outside of Griffin, 
south  of Atlanta) coaching from  the sidelines, on 20 September  2002, and Dargin's children  (Darron, 
Dargetta, Mel, and Leslie) opened the Pasadena restaurant in  a  fine location  on North  Lake Avenue that 
used to house another famous restaurant named Gianone's steak house.

Feynman's  involvement with  Gianone's was  national  news.  In the Milwaukee Journal , on  12 November 
1969, was a typical out-of-town snide report:

DIVERTING FIGURES:  Physicist Defends Bottomless Dancers, Pasadena, CA  – AP –  What does 
Dr.  Richard P. Feynman, a Nobel  prize winning  physicist, see in a bar full  of bottomless dancers?  
Equations, mostly.  Feynman, 51, called as  a  witness in a  municipal  court hearing, said he often 
went to a  bottomless bar in Gianone's steak house.  He visited the place to work on  mathematical 
figures, he explained, and turned to female figures for diversion.

“When  my calculations didn't  work out, I would watch  the girls,”  he said. “I like the place to work 
in.  It's not essential, it really doesn't help me with  my mathematics, but it lets me come back to the 
equations fresh.”

The hearing  is to determine whether entertainers at  Gianone's steak house violate community 
standards of  decency.  Feynman of  the California  Institute of Technology won the Nobel  prize in 
1965 for his work on the interaction of light and matter.

I knew about Feynman, as  I've explained elsewhere,  from reading about him in a  children's book on 
science, then being told that my  mother's brother Joe used to play  cards with  him, and then  when I had a 
high  school  teacher who was an  early science mentor to Feynman.  Richard P. Feynman was born  in 1918 
in  Brooklyn  and received his Ph.D. from Princeton  in  1942.  Despite his youth, he played an  important 
part in the Manhattan Project at  Los Alamos during World War II.  I've described that in several science 
fiction novels.  Later, Feynman taught at  Cornell, and finally  at the California  Institute of  Technology.  In 
1965 he received the Nobel  Prize in Physics, along with  Sin-Itero Tomanaga and Julian Schwinger, for his 
work in QED – Quantum  Electrodynamics.  Feynman won his share of the Nobel  Prize for resolving 
problems with the theory of quantum electrodynamics.  Independent of that, he also created a 
mathematical  theory  that accounts for  the phenomenon  of  superfluidity in  liquid helium.  Afterward, with 
competitor/collaborator Murray Gell-Mann  (I have other  stories about their  competitiveness with each 
other), he did fundamental  work  in  the area of Weak interactions, such  as beta decay.  Feynman later 
played a key role in  the development of quark theory  by putting forward his parton  model of  high  energy 
proton collision processes.  He'd give a  public lecture on  partons.  It would all  be clear in my head, until 
someone would ask me to repeat what he'd said.  Feynman, when teaching, could make anyone feel that 
they understood anything.

Dr. Feynman  also introduced basic computational techniques and notations into physics, most famously, 
the ubiquitous Feynman  diagrams that, perhaps more than  any other  formalism in recent scientific 
history, have changed the way in which basic physical processes are conceptualized and calculated.

Feynman  was a remarkably  effective educator, one of  the greatest of the 20th  century.  Of all  his 
numerous  awards, he was particularly proud of  the Oersted Medal  for Teaching, which  he won  in 1972.  I 
remember how he beamed about that.  The Feynman Lectures on Physics, originally published in 1963, 
were described by  a  reviewer in Scientific American as “tough, but nourishing and full  of  flavor.  After 25 
years it  is  the guide for  teachers and for  the best of beginning students.”  To increase the understanding  of 
physics among  the lay  public, Dr. Feynman  later  wrote The  Character of Physical Law and Q.E.D.:  The 
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Strange  Theory of Light and Matter. He also authored a  number of advanced publications that have 
become classic references and textbooks for researchers and students.

Back to the nude dancers.  Here's what happened, as Feynman told me.  “This man  Gianone has this 
restaurant and he has topless dancers dancing in  it.  They  would arrest him  when the girls were doing 
particularly nothing, just dancing with no clothes on, but they would say that they would do things.”

“They?” I asked.

“Pasadena code inspectors, and cops, in  various permutations.  So Gianone went around to his customers 
and asked them  if they would help and say what they saw at this time, OK?  And I said no, and everybody 
said no.  So he said to me, 'It’s  funny.  They all come here to look and they  all  don’t want to help.’  So I 
realized that it was really ridiculous.  So I said, all  right, I would do it.  After all, I’m  the only  free man; I’m 
a professor.”

Feynman  told me that he testified to somebody  or  other, and the steak house and bar stayed open  a while 
longer.  But the word on the street was, the City of Pasadena was going  to shove the matter in front of the 
public and the newspapers in a Pasadena Municipal Court hearing.

This was many years  before I was regularly  at that Municipal  Courthouse for traffic violations, like my 
contesting  the 3 a.m. running of a red light on my  bicycle and decades before I was there routinely  for 
Small Claims Court cases  for  customers who bounced 
checks to my Lake Avenue business, Sherlock Holmes 
Resume Service, or  the guy who ripped off my  wife by  not 
paying  her for her research  that led to the paper  “Stacked 
p-FET Dosimeter for  the STRV-2 MWIR Detector:  A 
Joint US-UK Project”, IEEE Transactions in Nuclear 
Science, 1996” – he lied to the court, saying  that  he 
merely credited her as co-author to be nice.  We lost that 
case.  Judges don't understand refereed technical 
publications.  But I digress.

One of the attorneys called Feynman to the stand.  As 
Feynman  recounted later, “He gets me up there and then 
he starts to prove that I’m an expert on the subject.”

“Which subject?” I said.

“He asked me questions about the general  opinion of 
Californians on the subject of topless and bottomless 
dancing.  And I say, 'I deny being  an expert.'  The judge 
says, 'You  can’t deny being an expert.'  Then  the lawyer 
started to prove that I’m  an expert by  saying, 'How many 
times did you go to this place?  How many other places 
have you  gone to?' and so on, so he could prove that I was 
an expert.  'And what kind of people do you talk to?'  'I talk 
to all  kinds  of  people.'  He never  mentioned my  name, or those of physics friends such as Al Hibbs or Matt 
Sands and Bob Leighton, the former  being 'The Voice of  JPL' and the latter being the coauthors with 
Feynman on the Lecture Notes on Physics, first published in 1963.”

It is sometimes said, especially  by Feynman himself, that the original  lectures were a failure.  In the April 
2005 issue of Physics Today, Matthew Sands wrote about the project that resulted in the Feynman 
Lectures.  He disputed the claim that the undergraduates drifted away from Feynman's  lectures  in  large 
numbers and explained how Feynman's preface came about and why he, Sands, finds it unduly negative.

Back to the topless and bottomless gals.  “‘Have you ever talked about their opinion on  this subject?’  ‘Yes,’ 
and so my  own lawyer builds all  this stuff  up so somewhere in  the newspaper it comes out that I go three 
or four times a night to Gianone’s.  I used to go for lunch  and then  go in the evening, three or four times a 
week, or something  like that.  And that gets in the paper, all  kinds of  things.  It was crazy.  But they tried 
to make me into an expert and I have to give my opinion as to whether Californian opinion  is in  favor of 
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this or against this, so I gave my opinion.  And so on, so altogether it wasn’t particularly  good and the 
Nobel Prize got in  the way.  The part they quoted in the paper which  is always  good for  laughs was not so 
much the Nobel Prize, that was incidental, it was 'I go there and do my calculations.'”

He still  did, up through the time that I left Caltech and started my graduate studies in  Amherst 
Massachusetts, writing  what was probably the world's first Ph.D. Dissertation on  what's now called 
“Nanotechnology.”  Which Feynman started with the paper, “There's plenty  of room  at the bottom”  -- the 
classic talk that he gave on  29 December 1959 at  the annual meeting  of  the American Physical  Society 
meeting  then at Caltech, and which was first published in Caltech Engineering and Science, February 
1960.

Later, my poem  co-authored with him first  appeared in Engineering and Science.  Plenty  of room at the 
bottom.  Getting back to bare bottoms...

Feynman  used to scribble calculations on  Gianone’s little scalloped-edged place mats.  Feynman  insisted 
that this  was a great place for conversations.  “It’s easy, a lot of noise, but nobody bothers me down  there.  
I like it down there.  Also I’ve made a  drawing, you see, that’s on the wall  down there.  And so Gianone 
likes it very much so he doesn’t charge me for  my  soda  water down there.  So it doesn’t  cost me much.  I 
come down and he always is glad to see me.”

Feynman's  testimony  went  in  unexpected directions. It came down  to numbers, of course.  The judge and 
attorneys debated how to quantify  “community  standards of decency” and came to the weird conclusion 
that this meant that at last 50% of the community agreed with the  standards of decency.

The place got shut down.  But Feynman  was not done with  his clever ideas.  He succeeded in  keeping the 
place open  a few more months.  He had Gianone add “ham sandwich” to the bar's  menu of beers and 
wines and hard liquor.  When the city  tried enforcing the anti-topless-bar ordinance, the owner now said, 
at Feynman's suggestion:  “we’re not a topless bar.  We’re a topless restaurant.”

The other  Feynman sandwich anecdote:  Leonard Susskind and Feynman  are getting a “Feynman 
sandwich”  at the local  deli, and Feynman remarks that a  “Susskind sandwich”  would be similar, but with 
“more ham”.
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* Kritter Korner
Tigger: The Cat Who Came To Dinner by Clif Flynt (Part 2 of 3)

The Play's the Thing

Penny  was a  hunter. If  it moved, she'd catch  it. If it didn't move, she'd catch it  even quicker. And, once 
it was  thoroughly caught, she'd carry  her kill  into the bedroom, loudly voicing  the victory  cry of the Great 
Apes. Penny's kills included the usual mice, bugs and Christmas Tree ornaments, extended to 
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kitchenware, and once even included a 5 lb bag of rice that had been  accidentally  left on  a  counter. 
Watching an 8 lb cat  drag a 5  lb bag of rice across the house is a  sight to be seen. But Penny  was 
persistent.

Tigger was not a mouser. She would sometimes watch a  fly, and might even  take a  swipe at a  moth, but 
mice were pretty safe from her. We don't  know how much of her  dinner she shared with  the mice, but  we 
found enough mouse nests lined with cat-fur and cat-food to get an idea.

Shortly after Carol  and I got married and moved into our new house, a mouse appeared in  the kitchen, 
dashed for the basement stairs, and then crouched, scared silly, on the floor molding.

We called for a cat, and got Tigger.
"Look, Tigger, a Mouse!". We pointed at the mouse.
Tigger, immediately  recognized the pointing  finger as an item  that could scritch a  furball, ran her  head 

against the finger, and ignored where it was pointing.
The mouse, realizing  that opportunities like this  were scarce, launched itself off the molding, 

ricocheted off Tigger's flank, and headed down the stairs.
I met it at the bottom with a  dessert bowl and trapped the mouse under  the bowl. Tigger got  credit for 

an assist on that mouse, but I take the point for catching it.
Tigger did manage to find one mouse that she could catch.
One day, after I'd been  doing some work in the basement ceiling, I neglected to replace several  of the 

ceiling tiles. This left open spots about a foot square in the dropped ceiling.
That evening I heard the gentle scrabbling of tiny 
mouse feet on  the dropped ceiling. It was easy to 
trace the mouse by it's claws-on-accoustic-tile 
footsteps. I could almost watch  the mouse run 
across the dropped ceiling, straight for  the missing 
tile.

The stupid mouse ran right onto the square where 
the tile wasn't and fell gently  through  the hole onto 
Tigger, who was sitting on  the floor looking at the 

ceiling and wondering what that funny scrabbling 
noise had been, and why it stopped just when the 
mouse appeared.

Penny  was a  hunter, but she didn't care much  for 
playing. If she was going  to exert herself, there 
would be a kill at  the end of  it. Tigger, on the other 
hand, loved to play.

In  her last years, she played less, but even when 
she was 19, if  you  brought out one of her favorite toys - the long ribbon, or  the rolled up cardboard on 
some spring  steel  wire, she'd prance and yowl until  the toy was ready  for  play, and would have a great deal 
of fun until she was tired.

The first time I introduced her to a  laser pointer, she ran in circles so hard chasing it that she got too 
dizzy to stand up. The laser pointer got old after a while, but the spring steel and the ribbons never did. 

The Truth about Cats and Dogs

Tigger had some attributes that were more doglike than catlike.
For instance, she'd follow rules. When it was  made obvious to her that she wasn't  allowed in  the guest 

room or Carol's office, she stayed out of those rooms.
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She'd even stay out when the door  was open and nobody was around. (Or, if she didn't stay  out, she 
was better than James Bond at not leaving any tell-tales behind.)

It was almost pathetic to see Tigger sitting  just  outside Carol's  office while Carol  worked. Her front 
paws would be just over the edge into Carol's office, while the rest of her was in the hallway.

Slowly, over  the course of  weeks, she'd edge further into the room until  her front  legs  were completely 
in  the office, and Carol  or I would call  her  on it, and she'd look sheepish, back up, and start inching 
forwards again.

Eventually, Carol took pity  on  Tigger  and changed the rules on  the two rooms that she used and Tigger 
wasn't allowed in. This took some work, and lots of  carrying Tigger into the room, making a  fuss over  her, 
and even  making a  special  bed (spreading one of  her towels  on  a chair) before Tigger would accept the 
new rule. Even then, we'd sometimes see her sitting at the doorway, not sure if she were allowed in or not.

Tigger also wasn't allowed to beg while we were eating. If you said "Tigger, I'm eating", she'd leave the 
room  (for  a  few minutes). This was easy  enough in  the kitchen/dining room, but  a  bit harder  to enforce if 
we were eating in the TV room, where Tigger was allowed on  the couch. Tigger didn't care for  most 
programs, but she would perk up her ears if there was a cat crying on the TV.

Tigger was also doglike in  her love of  a scritch. Rub her fur backwards, massage with  fingertips, and all 
the things that a dog loves, and a cat will  endure for  a a few minutes, 
Tigger would revel  in. She even liked being brushed, and hated 
getting baths.

But, when it came to Catnip, Tigger was all cat.

Fortunately, she was a  happy drunk, Once she got ahold of  some 
catnip, she'd float higher than a kite and have a grand time.

Catnip was a  very  special  treat. She only  got fresh catnip once every 
couple of years.

Once we started growing catnip in  a  planter, she got less interested in 
it. I suspect there was a low level  of nepetalactone in  the air  all  the 
time, and she didn't feel the need for more.
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Unless you  crushed the leaves, and set them out for her. Possession is  90% of keeping your  catnip, and 
Tigger would protect her leaf.

No Fear of Work

Tigger was  never afraid of work. At least, not work 
someone else was doing.

Whenever  a new package was unpacked, or 
something needed to be spread out on the living room 
floor  to be assembled, Tigger would show up to 
supervise, check the contents  of  the box (usually  putting 
her  head between me and whatever I was trying to 
count), and would accept a scritch  if  it were offered (and 
would be in the way if the scritch wasn't offered.)

One evening I had some time, and made a  silly  little 
stop-action  movie with some blue-screen (Tigger's 
favorite blanket) and a beany bear. Tigger was more than 
willing to supervise this activity.

Never Missing a Cue

At one point, I decided that music would soothe the savage beast and each  cat  should have her  own 
theme song.

Penny  got the cat theme from Peter and the Wolf. If I whistled that she would ignore me and pretend I 
wasn't being  so crude. But she'd calm down  if  I whistled this while she was at the vets or when we were 
giving her an insulin shot after she developed diabetes.

Then  there was the problem of a theme for  Tigger. I tried whistling several  songs: bits of  Beatles tunes, 
The Cat Came Back, Big  Band stuff and even  Country Western, and finally, whistled "Send in  the Clowns". 
On the, "Don't bother, They're here" line, Tigger came into the room, mewed on  the pause between 
"bother", and "They're", and leapt onto the bed on "here".

"Send in the Clowns" was Tigger's theme song. If I whistled the song, she would almost always enter 
the room between  the "don't bother" and "They're here" with a  nonchalant sort of  soft-paw and a look that 
said "Hello, everybody, I just flew in from LA, and boy, are my legs tired!"

Her other favorites included "The Mexican Hat Dance" song and "Me and My Shadow".
The "Mexican  Hat Dance" is  whistled while I demonstrate the Scottish Cat Dance, which  is similar  to 

the Scottish Sword dance, except done with  an (almost) sleeping cat. Tigger  would remain calm and 
utterly relaxed while I tap my toes around her and eventually leap over her, while whistling "The Mexican 
Hat Dance", or sometimes the Campbells Soup Theme.

On occaission, while Tigger  is watching  Carol and I cook dinner, I'd sing "Me and My  Furball", and do 
a bad soft shoe. Tigger would watch this from  stage left, until  I paused in my shuffle, and did a 
"presenting" type maneuver. At this point she'd 'meaow', and I'd continue. ---

  "Me and my furball, strolling down the avenue "  - meow
  "Me and my furball, got no one to tell my troubles to"  - meow
  "And when it's twelve o-clock, I climb the stair.
   I always trip, because the furball is there!" - mew
Etc.

We coulda taken this on the road a century ago. We'd a prob'ly had to.
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Tigger's comedic timing was always 
near-perfect. She was a  vaudville ham  in 
a former life.
And she never lost her comedic touch.

In  her  last  week of  life, she walked into 
the room where Carol  and I were 
watching TV and settled herself onto a 
stack of tax  documents Carol had been 
working with. She perched there in the 
classic Egyptian  sitting cat pose and 
looked at us. Such  a perfect pose, on  top 
of a stack of  important papers. I decided 
to get  a  camera. Left the room, got  the 
camera, Tigger still  sits. Aim the 
camera, set the zoom, set the focus, still 
sitting pretty. Depress the button, and 
in  the half second before the shutter 
actually  clicked, Tigger  stood and 
stepped off the papers. I have a photo of 

a cat walking  off  a stack  of papers, 
instead of sitting on them.

This was the last photo I took of Tigger. Carol and I laughed for several minutes at her precise timing 
and how well she suckered me.

Tigger's Little Buddy

A  year or so after  Penny  died, Carol 
announced that she was ready to consider a 
new cat.

Within  minutes, an acquaintance on  a 
mailing list announced that she needed a 
foster home for  her cat until she found new 
quarters where the cat could live with  her 
again. The new cat, Sarah, was  another long-
haired tortoiseshell, similar  to Penny, 
though a bit darker.

Carol  and I promptly  rechristened her 
Cinder, since neither of us liked the name 
Sarah  for a  cat, and Cinder  was more 
descriptive of her coloring.

Tigger could care less. Having learned 
from  Penny, she made it  plain  that if  Cinder 
never  showed her  face, Tigger would let her 
live. For a while.

Cinder  was a  timid cat  under  the best of 
circumstances, and her life to date had not 
led her to expect  anything good to happen, so 
she was resigned to a life circumscribed by  the four walls of the bedroom, sleeping on  the bed in  the 
daytime, and on Carol at night.

We moved food, water, and a litter-box into the bedroom  for  her, and she was content. She might have 
even been happy, though we could never be sure if she was really happy or not.

* * *
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* Reviews
Drumlin Circus/On Gossamer Wings  by  Jeff  Duntemann  and James R. Strickland, 
Copperwood Press, 2011.

This is done like an Ace double.
Duntemann's "Drumlin Circus" is  a longer work taking place on the same world as a number  of his 

short stories.  A  human space ship crash-landed on  Valinor  due to a  malfunction  of the drive unit.  772 
passengers and 14 crew shuttled down to the planet.  They  discovered alien  machines on  the surface.  The 
machines, which  are called drumlins by  the humans, can produce almost anything  in  response to a code 
tapped on  two pillars.  This makes living  on the planet  fairly pleasant.  It's a  challenge, though, to figure 
out what combination of codes produces what object.  Most objects thus produced don't seem to be useful.  
As codes are discovered, they  have mostly been collected for  the use of  all  the humans.  The long-term 
goal is to repair their spaceship, but no progress seems to be made on that project.

In  the meantime there are adventures being experienced by  the colonists.  This story is one such 
adventure.  The people have been on the planet long enough  to have built cities and towns, and there are 
various political factions.

The protagonist, Simon Kassel, was  a trained agent of the Bitspace Institute but has been working  with 
the circus  for an  extended time.  It's not always  clear  where his loyalties lie.  Various  drumlin  instruments 
are deemed too powerful  to be in common hands, and the Institute has  been  trying to control  their use.  In 
the course of this struggle for control, people have been  kidnapped from  the circus.  Kassel  tries to rescue 
them.  There is intrigue, the use of disguises and subterfuge, and quite a bit of action.

It's a good, exciting read.  One could wish for more, but its length imposes limitations.
The second half of this double focusses on  a  microcosm of Valinor for a  slightly  different look at the 

planet.  The emphasis is  on characterization.  The main  characters are adolescents, including one who is 
apparently  a sufferer  of Asperger  syndrome.  As many sufferers  of this  autism spectrum  disorder, she 
seems to be a  savant in  the use of  the thingmakers.  As expected, word of  this talent travels  to the powers 
that be; and an  agent arrives in the small  town trying to get the parents to hand her  over  to him.  One of 
the adolescent males  is in  love with  the female but is really too young  to realize the true nature of the girl's 
affliction.  Most people just regard her as "slow" and don't really understand her talent.

"On Gossamer Wings" was a very nice complement to "Drumlin Circus".
* * *

* Letters to the Editor
The text of letters  received will  be in  brown.  My replies  to the letters will  be enclosed in  double 
parentheses and will  be in  black.  I will also routinely  make editorial  corrections in  punctuation, spelling, 
and the like.  Deadline for next issue is 15 July 2012.

Murray Moore, Mississauga, ON, Canada 7 August 2012

The camel that never  came on  the stage in the production of Aida:  as it refused to come on the stage, I 
can't  ask if  it  left  in a  hump.  I too saw a performance of Red, in  Toronto.  Leaving after  a maximum of ten 
minutes shows a  definite decision:  I wonder  what your play-leavers  thought the play was going  to be.  
Orfeo Ed Euridice:  should I ever need a pseudonym,  Orfeo Ed Euridice is the name I will  assume:  “Just 
call me Ed”.

Ken  F___ in  Arkansas led me to think of Ken Forman. Is your  friend Ken F___ in  witness protection?  I 
guess not, unless you  know a lot of people in  witness protection.  I can complete the last names of the next 
two couples you visited.

Of your nine other correspondents  in  issue 48, I have met all but Rodney, Amy, and Sheryl.  Jeffrey 
Boman, Brad Foster, Trinlay  Khadro, each  once only, Montreal Worldcon, Philadelphia  Worldcon (2001), 
and Milwaukee Ditto, respectively.
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((I’ve met Sheryl and Brad Foster of the ones you named.))

Maybe I will meet you and Mike again during the Arkansas Corflu that Ken Forman is suggesting, in 2014

((I have not made any plans for 2014 yet.  I’m still working on 2013.))
#

Brendan Green, Draper, UT  31 August 2012

Please allow me to LoC on your #47.  I’m a bit late, and this is my very first LoC re personalzine.

But my  first stab at relevant comment is  this cat drawing on the cover.  I can’t  stop looking at her.  Like 
she’s hypnotized me with  her expression.  Makes me wonder what on  god’s (I’m atheist by the way.  Just 
an expression.) green Earth  she’s  looking at.   A  Martian entourage come to halt  our  extinction at the 
hands of Texaco, a stadium full of catnip, or possibly a really tall cup of Coca Cola slurpee from 7-11?

I really liked “Jonathan’s Science Corner”.  I look forward to reading more of his stuff.

Xander  the super-intelligent polydactyl  cat doesn’t scare me all  that much.  My  dictionary doesn’t include 
polydactyl, alas.

((It means he has more than the usual number of toes.))
#

Amy Harlib, New York, NY  20 September 2012

Apologies for getting so distracted I never LOCced Issue # 48 – I did enjoy it very much, no worries!
 
#49 is  even  better.  Taral’s  memories  of his father and rail  roads, long Westercon trip report, Jonathan’s 
high  school  science teacher reminiscences, and the oh  so sweet story of Tigger!  I am  such  a sucker  for cat 
stories!  Tigger is a gorgeous tortie!  Loved the photos!  Looking forward to more stories about Tigger.
 
Here is a photo (see next page) of my  Maine Coon/Persian mix Fiona (8 years old), a long-haired love 
adopted from  Maine Coon Rescue who is worth  every bit  of the over  $400 I spent on vet bills recently to 
treat diarrhoeia, fever, lack of appetite, and lethargy.  She seems to have recovered, but I can’t afford 
several hundred more $ for the diagnostics that would reveal underlying cause of symptoms.
 

 
 
Films enjoyed recently:  The Avengers, Amazing Spiderman, 
Prometheus, Brave, Snow White  and the Hunter, Pirates:  
Band of Misfits, Ice  Age 4,  Madagascar 3, ParaNorman, Ted, 
The  Hunger Games, Robot and Frank, Beasts  of the  Southern 
Wild, and Total Recall (although  the Schwarzenegger  version 
was better).  Recently  I finally  got a chance to see Beetlejuice 
at long last, and it proved every  bit as fun and whacky as I 
anticipated.
 
((I saw Prometheus  but can’t say  I enjoyed it.  I’ve seen 
Beetlejuice  more than  once, so I guess it could be said that I 
like it.  I will catch most of the others you named eventually.))

Recent performances:
 

Performance with the Cereal Killer Band in June, 2012.
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live music of The ReWD OneZ rocked out, in  June 2nd Featuring 
The Dirty  Stayouts and More! Sat. June 2nd, doors open  7  PM, my performance at 9:15 PM, Tattoo Shot 
Lounge, 1205 Surf Ave., Brooklyn, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/events/362534290468481/
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YOGANIMAMUS!  Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of Jarvis  Earnshaw, was a real  crowd 
pleaser, in Animamus Art Salon  EXTRAVAGANZA during  Bushwick Open Studios, Sun. June 3rd, doors 
open 7  PM, my  performance at 8 PM, Starr  Street Studios, 207  Starr St., Brooklyn, NY.  https://
www.facebook.com/events/149847538481473/ ,  http://animamusartsalon.com/
 
Special  Contortion  Dance Odyssey to a one-of-a-kind soundtrack was a sensation, in Radio Cabaret: 
Summer Edition, Sat. June 9th, 7:30 PM, Union Docs, 322 Union Ave., Brooklyn, NY.  https://
www.facebook.com/events/303024586452803/ 
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live music of Cereal Hero Killer  Band rocked out in Cereal  Killer 
Hero feat. Amazing  Amy  Contortion  Dancer  following Katastrophic Fashion  Show, Thurs. June 14th, 
fashion  show 8 PM, my performance at 11 PM, R  Bar, 218 Bowery, NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
events/317049551706032/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam with the live music of The Ashcan  Orchestra was a big success, in  ASHCAN 
ORCHESTRA//DOGGIESATNIGHT//CAMILLA  HA//EARTHEATER//SKIP  LA PLANT//DJ GDFX, 
Wed. June 20, doors at  7  PM, Outpost Artists Resource, 1665 Norman St. Ridgewood, NY, (L train to 
Halsey).  https://www.facebook.com/events/407351912641780/
 
New!  YOGAPOCALYPSE: Dystopiyoga!  Flexible Freak Out!  Chaos Contortion!  Debuted delighting the 
audience, in  the Summer Circus  Cabaret, Fri. June 22nd, 8 PM, Big Sky  Works, 29 Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, 
N Y .  h t t p : / / b i g s k y w o r k s b r o o k l y n . c o m / ,  h t t p : / / w w w . c i r c u s n y c . c o m / i t e m s /
Summer_Circus_Cabaret_June_22 ,  https://www.facebook.com/events/465852626759356/?ref=ts
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with  the live music of Cereal Hero Killer  Band rocked out in The JSE 
presents: the 3rd annual  SECOND CHANCE ANIMAL RESCUE BENEFIT SHOW @ Matchless, Fri. June 
22nd, doors open 7 PM, my performance at 10:10 PM, Matchless, 557  Manhattan  Ave. @ Driggs  Ave, 
Brooklyn, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/events/245476985562013/
 
Jedi  Yoga: Stretching From a Galaxy Far, Far, Away, was a big  hit in Abigoliah’s Bizarre Bazaar  Comedy 
Sideshow, Wed. June 27th, 10 PM, The Creek and The Cave, 10-93 Jackson Ave., Long Island City, NY.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/192234187572900/
 
Techno Trance Yoga Dance triumphed, in The Playhouse: Manhattan  Loft Tuesdays, Tues. July 3rd, doors 
open 10 PM, my performance at 11:30 PM, 38 West 38th  St., 5th Floor, NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
events/359357274132849/
 
Yogapocalypse: Dystopiyoga! 
Flexible Freak Out!  Chaos 
Contortion!  Wowed the crowd, in 
Wendigo/Coney Is land USA 
Presents: Dogshit Circus, Sat. July 
7th, 9 PM, Sideshows By  The 
S e a s h o r e , 1 2 0 8 S u r f A v e . , 
B r o o k l y n , N Y .  h t t p s : / /
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m / e v e n t s /
223716161082599/
 
T R I S K A D E K A P H O B I Y O G A !  
Frighteningly  Flexible!  Scary 
Stretch  on Friday  the 13th  - 
Contortion Dance Jam  with  the 
live music of  The Cow Men  Band 
thrilled the crowd, at FRODUCE 4 
Year Anniversary! Fri. July  13th, 
doors  at 10 PM, my performance at 
11:30 PM, The Creek and The 
Cave, 10-93 Jackson Ave., Long 
Island City, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/events/465349573475184/
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Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with  the live music of Sarah  Malinda Engelke enthralled the audience, in NY 
Musical  Theatre Festival  and American Vaudeville Theater  presents Travesties of  2012, Thurs. July 19th, 
9:30 PM; Fri. July  20th, 7 & 9:30 PM; Sat. July 21st, 6 PM; 45th  St. Theatre Upstairs, 354 West 45th  St., 
NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/240759029360234/
 
Mistress of  Mystic Movement Arts (Harry Potter  themed contortion act), enchanted the crowd in 
Debauchery, Tues. July 24th, 9:30 PM, Bar  82, 136 2nd Ave. (bet. 9th  St. and St. Marks  Pl.), NYC.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/200750840052903/
 
The Amazing  Amy's – Contortion Dance Tribute to Amy  Winehouse on the Anniversary  of Her Tragic 
Demise, was  a crowd-pleaser, in  Wendigo/Coney Island USA Presents: Dog Shit Circus, Sat. Aug. 4th, 9 
PM, Sideshows By The Seashore, 1208 Surf Ave., Brooklyn, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/events/
341596805918056/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of  ReW StaRR and The BaNd rocked out in ReWd GiG, 
Thurs. Aug. 9, 9 PM, Goodbye Blue Monday, 1087 Broadway, Brooklyn, NY.  https://www.facebook.com/
events/169604333173905/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the live magical  musical  mirth of Drew Vanderberg  (clarinet) and 
Stephen Bent (trombone), was a big success, in Fresh Ground Pepper Circus, Sat. Aug. 11, start  time 3 PM, 
my  performance bet. 4 and 5 PM, SOLAR ONE at Stuyvesant Cove Park, 23rd St. and The East River, 
NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/308536732575050/,  http://www.solar1.org/fresh-ground-
pepper-eco-circus-coming-to-solar-one-on-august-11/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with  the live music of  ReWd BaNd, rocked out in, Future Of Rock Presents 
Summer Of  SWIIM: August, Mon. Aug. 20, doors 8 PM, my  performance 9 PM, Otto’s Shrunken Head, 
538 East 14th St. (bet. Aves. A & B), NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/201345456654865/
 
NEW!  Yogeek!  Flexible Freak!  Strange Stretch!  Kooky Kontortion!  Debuted, delighting  the audience, at 
The Gadget Hour: Travel  Tips, Fri. Aug. 24, 11 PM, Richmond Shepard Theatre, 309 East 26th  St., NYC.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/216192008509925/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam to DJ House Music, rocked out in Last Unicorn  Premiere, Fri. Aug. 24, doors 
at 10 PM, my  performance at 1:30 AM, Pyramid Club - Downstairs, 101 Ave. A (bet. 6th  and 7th  St.), NYC.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/406468722736118/
 
Yoga  Contortion  Dance Jam with the music of Robin Gilgeours was a huge success, all 3 nights in Pre 
Labor Day  World Show, Fri. Aug. 31, Sat. Sept. 1  and Sun. Sept. 2, doors open 10 PM, show 11 PM, Three 
Star Juice Lounge, 482 Utica Ave., Brooklyn, NY.   https://www.facebook.com/events/138215139653486/
 
Yogeek!  Flexible Freak!  Strange Stretch!  Kooky Kontortion! wowed the crowd, in Bindlestiff  Open Stage 
Variety  Show, Mon. Sept. 3, 8 PM, Dixon  Place, 161A  Chrystie St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
BindlestiffOpenStage,  http://bindlestiffopenstage.blogspot.com/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  with the live music of Flack  Blamingo Band rocked out in  Flack Blamingo at 
Wind Down  Sunday, Sun. Sept. 9, doors at 6:30 PM, my performance at  10 PM, Otto’s Shrunken Head, 
538 East 14th St. (bet. Aves. A & B), NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/events/278058642297992/
 
Yoga  Contortion Dance Jam  to DJ House Music rocked out in  Coney Island Dancers First Indoor Dance 
Party!  Fri. Sept, 14, doors  at 11 PM, Club Esco’s, 301 West 39th St., NYC.  https://www.facebook.com/
events/517657451584169/
 
 Contortion Tango!  Entranced the crowd, at Arts on  Third Festival: Westchester’s Premiere Art & 
Entertainment Festival, Sun. Sept. 16th, between  1-6 PM, East  Third Street  between Union Avenue and 
5th  Avenue, in  Mt. Vernon, New York.   https://www.facebook.com/ArtsOnThirdFestival2012,   http://
www.artsonthirdfestival.com/#!entertainment-cont.

#
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Rodney Leighton, 11 Branch Road, RR #3, Tatamagouche, NS  Canada  B0K 1V0
  26 September 2012

Unlike Bob Jennings I am not going to insist that you print my address.  It would be nice if you did so.

I am  well  aware that language changes; I was  reading some comments recently  about the meaning of 
queer and gay.  I well  remember the firestorm that resulted me mentioning that the proper definition of 
fen is:  swamp; a marshy area  and what that might connote about a group of  fans.  I have found some of 
fanspeak to be abominable, some to be rather  silly, some to be simple laziness and/or sloth, and some 
things are actually sensible.  But  it is a  hobby; a cadres of  folks who have words and letter  combinations 
and phrases that are meaningless to other folk.  Thru and enuf and like that don’t count; Mr. Jennings isj 
correct  that such usage is widespread.  My “ire”  is simply that I find such things to be personally  offensive; 
I had great enjoyment from  some of Mr. Jennings’s LoCs in various fanzines and was greatly  disappointed 
in  that his fanzine was really  boring and the usage of  those letter  combinations in  place of  actual  words 
was more disappointing.  That’s all.  It’s just a  personal opinion.  I read somewhere that he has started 
doing a series on Nero Wolfe who would be apoplectic at enuf.  

#

Brad Foster, Irving, TX  26 September 2012

Alright, 49 issues, on the brink of that  big half-
century number, congratulations!

Sorry to hear of  the dental  adventures.  Poor  Cindy 
knocked out one of her  implants  a  week or two 
back and has been in  midst of  a  couple of dentist 
visits, first to get the pins  and such  from the old 
piece cleaned out and now getting  fitted for a 
bridge to replace both the missing  tooth  and to fill 
in  the space behind that one where a previous tooth 
had been  missing for  a while simply because we 
couldn't justify  covering the dental  bill then.  Still 
something of a  pain  now; but with two of  them 
gone, and the"framework" for this latest sticking 
out of  her gums, really no way to put it off  any 

longer.  We'll  stick it on a credit card and figure out 
how to cover it later.  Sigh.

We've also brought a new cat into the house, as have 
you.  Tinker was a  skinny  little orange stray  that  has 
been hanging  around the neighbourhood the past 
year  or three.  This summer  she seemed to be 
getting  more and more reliant  on only  us for food 
and water, and we finally  brought her in during  the 
hottest part of the end of  the summer. She still  has 
the front room  of the house all to herself, as not all 
of the present indoor  cats are happy  over the idea  of 
a new girl  joining  in.  But we're hoping there will  be 
some kitty  detente down the line and they can all 
roam  the whole house in peace and harmony, if not 
total love.

Interesting  article from  Taral.  I'm  always a little bit 
in  awe of  his amazing memory  for all  the events  of 
his life.  If I want to know what I was doing  ten  years 
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ago, I've got to go find old letters and other  
references to try  to figure it out.  My life as a 
baby/child/adolescent is  barely  three or four 
short, blurry memory  moments.  I've never 
ridden on a train, old or new, and would love 
to have the experience.  But, who knows if  the 
opportunity  will  ever come up before the last 
train  is melted down to make the first matter-
transmitter station?

I'm slightly  worn  out just from  reading 
everything  you  did on your trip, and I'm  just 
sitting here in my chair!  I think the longest I 
have been away from  home is about a  week 
and a half, and our average trips are only 
around three days.  Love to get out and see 

more of the world, but have found that I am 
very  much a  home body  and start to miss it if  gone too long, no matter how much fun the trip might be.  
Still  that  is the beauty  of travel  books and articles  like yours; someone else goes, tells me all  about it, and I 
can stay comfortably at home.

The files of  fillo art are still a bit thin  just now, had a summer full  of working  on other  projects, and less 
time to just draw for the fun  of  it that usual.  So since my records show you still  have my dancing  octopus 
cartoon to use, I'm  not including anything new at this time, but hoping this pitiful LoC will keep my 
fannish subscription up to date until then.

((Brad sent along photos of  his  cats.  The first  photo shows Johnny  and Paulie.  The second photo shows 
Brad holding Silver, who is his excuse for not getting more done.))

#

Bob Jennings, 29 Whiting Rd, Oxford, MA  01540-2035  30 September 2012

Received the latest Feline Mewsings  a week or so back.  Nice cover.  I’m  sure many cats would be 
delighted if angels would provide celestial umbrellas to keep the rain off them, but I don’t think it works 
that way in  real  life.  On the other hand, rain  can sometimes prove to be a  definite life improvement 
condition for some cats.  For people inclined to like felines, the sight of a  wet, bedraggled, pitifully 
meowing cat is hard to resist.  I suggest that many  a cat who initially regarded being caught in  a rain 
storm as a disaster ended up being adopted into a caring home of humans because of it.

The Pufferbelly article by  Taral  Wayne was very  well  written  and I enjoyed it muchly, but it does not 
inspire much  in the way of comments.  I had occasion  to ride passenger trains  a  few times in  the US, 
where I found the train ride OK but the service at  either  end of the journeys to be poor to awful.  While in 
the military, I was stationed in  Germany; and the rail  service there was excellent  in every  respect.  I was in 
the business of  composing, scheduling, organizing, and ordering  trains for movement of  military 
equipment and troops around Europe, particularly  along  and to the borders facing  the commies on the 
other side; and I found the Bundesbahn to be very efficient.  However  they  were dramatically  overstaffed.  
The US military  rail  office in Regensburg  was  staffed by  two people, myself and a  German civilian.  The 
corresponding German  military office across the hall  was staffed with eleven  people, while the German 
railroad liaison office that executed the orders we processed was staffed by  fifteen  people.  Hans and I 
used to make some pretty  nasty jokes about what all  these people actually did all  day, especially  since the 
US military  traffic we handled was easily  five times what  the German  or  other  NATO forces produced.  
Incidentally  the song  “Down By  the Station”  is probably familiar to most people from  the Four  Preps 
version  in 1960 which  was a top 40 chart hit.  I am unaware of  the Barney  the Purple Dinosaur 
connection, so I suppose that may have eclipsed everything else that came before, considering how many 
toddlers have grown up being nannied by that programme.

Your Westercon trip report was also interesting.  I’m  always impressed by  people who pile into autos and 
undertake treks over vast distances to attend fan events or  family visits.  In  your case you  managed to 
combine both at the same time, altho frankly the trip looked mostly like a  long dissertation on where you 
stopped to eat and the various foods you  consumed.  I would have been  more interested in  some 
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additional  details about the actual  convention experiences and a  lot less about whether  the salad was 
wilted or the seating  was overcrowded in  the restaurant.  I find most distant dining experiences to be 
pretty  boring unless  there happened to be something  exciting and eventful  that took place at the same 
time.  Since you didn’t relate any  descriptions  of gunfights near the buffet table or  massive outbreaks of 
botulism among your  fellow diners from trying the garlic stuffed olives in  cod liver oil, the foodie 
comments were pretty much wasted verbiage so far as I’m  concerned.  Not even  a kitchen grease fire or a 
careening vehicle loaded with drunken teenagers ploughing into the front of the eatery.  Boring, really.

((Since other readers have mentioned liking  my reports of foods  eaten, I guess you’ll  just have to bear with 
me.))

Nice photos throughout, although a couple came out pretty dark in my copy. 

I also enjoyed the article on  the high school  science teacher who taught a Nobel  prize winner.  My high 
school science teachers mostly  taught dull  teens forced to take the classes who resented every minute they 
were there and promptly  forgot  everything  they  ever learned the minute they  graduated.  Whenever I see 
one of  the scenes from the Breaking Bad TV  show where the protagonist is trying, usually  fruitlessly, to 
pound some basic chemistry into the heads of his  students, I am reminded of my  own high  school  science 
classrooms.  Good to know there are some teachers  out there who did have some lasting influences on the 
hoards of sullen students parading down through the years.

Well written  but less interesting is  the Clif  Flynt article on his favourite kitty.  Everybody has a  story or 
two about a favourite kitty, and although this article is  readable, it does not evoke comment.  Excellent 
colour photos for the write-up.

The Internet  makes the potential for  communication available, but I am  not  so sure that many people are 
making much  use of  this.  The entire structure of the modern  world, with tighter economic situations and 
technology careening along at high  speed producing more marvels every  minute of every day  seems to 
have created an  environment that causes  people to isolate themselves  rather than interact with other 
people.  I’m certainly not the first person  to notice this, but I think it is significant that people turn  to the 
Internet for  some echo of human contact rather than actually trying to interact with real  living human 
beings.  There are still  plenty  of places where people can  get together  and speak with  one another, and 
many  of  them  do not involve the consumption  of  alcoholic beverages either.  Yet it seems to me that more 
and more people are choosing  a sort of  quasi-loner existence, where they use computers and the tools 
computers  offer  to create a  false facade of human contact that in no way  actually compares with  the real 
thing.  How many “friends” on  Facebook really  meet the definition  of  friendship?  There was an excellent 
“Off  the Mark” cartoon  a few years back where a  guy is  shown struggling to load his  easy  chair on the back 
of a U-Haul truck, other possessions  around the door  of his house.  To paraphrase the caption, Nevin 
invited all  3,958 of his  MySpace friends  to help him  move.  Are we destined to become a civilization of 
cyber-hermits, living alone and never interacting with  anybody beyond the tightest and smallest group of 
family/friends we can  manage and instead using the computer to artificially create a semblance of  human 
contact?  I really don’t like this trend, but it seems to be escalating.

((I have heard that there are people who isolate themselves and only communicate with  others  using  the 
Internet, but these may be the same people who have been  hermits all along.  Although I use Facebook 
and other  features of the Internet to communicate, I certainly don’t isolate myself.  While else would I 
drive hundreds of miles to see people at  conventions?  Even at home I join other people every week to sing 
in  the church choir  and join  a different group of  people monthly to discuss a book we’ve all  read.  I know 
mostly  of my Facebook friends personally, though some I have not met in the flesh.  Some are close 
friends, and others are acquaintances.))

Nice illos in the letter  column.  The reptile on page 29 obviously  ate a couple of  the stray  cats wandering 
through  the pages  of your zine, right?  That’s obviously why he/it has that contented look on his  face.  
Send him around to my area.  My town has decided, in a  burst of economic belt tightening, to abandon  the 
no-kill  policy at the animal shelter; and if stray animals  picked up aren’t claimed or adopted in  a  few 
weeks, to kill  them off.  One of  our  brighter selectmen suggested combining police target practice with the 
animal  shelter.  Give the critters a running start and then allow the cops to pick them  off  as a  test of their 
firearms skills.

((There are many groups, some of which  I follow on Facebook, that fight against such benighted practices 
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such as the ones you describe.))
#

Lloyd Penney, Etobicoke, ON Canada  2 October 2012

Thank you for issue 49 of  Feline  Mewsings.  I like the cover to it.  I have commentary  for  you, and I hope 
it will fit the contents.  Well stranger things have happened.
 
In  the art credits, there’s a name I haven’t seen in a  while--Franz Miklis.  Good to see him still  getting 
artwork published and distributed.  And, hugs to delphyne woods.
 
Taral’s story  was a  touching one.  I’ve always liked trains and the history  of  trains in  Canada; and 
Yvonne’s father worked for  Canadian Pacific Railway, not as an  engineer, but in  charge of the CPR Lost 
and Found department.  I also like pocket watches, like the one in  the photograph; and Yvonne and I have 
lived close to the Humber  River  more than once in our lives.  Watchmakers are rare, and those who can 
repair  watches are even  more rare.  I see plenty  of pocket watches at antique shows and sales, but rarely 
do they have a chain and bar so you can wear them.
 
Greetings to John  Hertz!  It’s been  quite some time since I’ve received a packet of  Vanamondes, but I do 
now have what he sent, and I will be sending out a letter of comment on them very soon.
 
I still  have some VHS tapes, but we did get rid of  the player.  I expect we’ll  take those VHS tapes in  to 
become converted to CD or DVD.  Beside the roundhouse Andy  and Taral  refer  to, there is a  locomotive.  
In  the roundhouse building is a  microbrewery and a  furniture store, and there’s  probably  more there, but 
I haven’t been down there in many years.
 
Off  this goes, Laurraine; sorry there’s  not more here for  you.  Thanks for the zine, and I hope to see the 
next issue soon.  Anything special for issue 50?

#

Brandon Green, Draper, UT  14 October 2012

I think people write just so someone will know them.  I do it so someone knows who I am.  Simply.

Mercury with the collar looks like a wise wizard.  A fluffy, serious, semi-tired wizard.

A  puffer belly is  a  train, correct?  The engine looks pufferbelly-ish, no?  Taral  Wayne’s was good.  It’s like 
he gives his father a break for being human.  …  My  first girlfriend lived by a  major  train  thoroughfare; so 
trains, the sounds of them, always seem romantic to me.

Westercon will  be in Salt  Lake City, Utah, in  2014!  I’m  going  to attend.  I want Elizabeth Berrien  to make 
me a wire sculpture.  That eagle she made …  is cool.

John Hertz stole my hat!

The Tigger  story  was sad at first.  Living under a  laundry pail!  But  it  was written well.  I had a cat  named 
Tigger as a kid.  He was grey though, not tawny like this Tigger.

Those delphyne woods art pieces are my favourites.
#

Murray Moore, Mississauga, ON Canada  30 October 2012

Hello! Laurraine.  I have two implanted artificial  teeth, both of  them  replacing  molars at the right  end of 
my  upper  jaw.  The first molar  was the source of a sleepless night (aching) until  it was pulled in  the 
morning.  Of  course it was  a Saturday; the dental  office to which  I go was closed, so I had to go to an 
emergency  dentist in mid-town  Toronto.  The relief was immediate when  that dentist drilled through the 
crown over the bad tooth.  The most disagreeable part  was having the teeth pulled, in my  case, seemingly 
the largest teeth in  my mouth; the dentist to whom I was sent twice, once of each  molar, a specialist, had 
to work.  In  comparison, having the support for an artificial  tooth screwed into your jaw isn't as 
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uncomfortable as  you  might imagine.  But you will  know, soon, if  not already.  This is  the second 
successive LoC from me to you missing your issue deadline.

((I have four dental  implants now and expect soon to have a  fifth.  The most painful part here is  the cost, 
though it’s a lot cheaper in Tucson than in LA.

((You may have missed the deadline, but so did I.))

But then, I usually  forgo freezing unless a  nerve is going  to be agitated: I am put off by having a  needle 
stuck into the tender inside of my mouth.  I know that I am  not being hurt  just because a nerve is 
protesting plus I don't have to wonder afterward if I am drooling, unable to tell  because my mouth has not 
unfrozen.

((I get anaesthetic when I have dental  work done.  A  good dentist will  inject  the novocaine in stages to 
avoid pain from the injection.  In fact I will not go back to an endodontist who seems too lazy to do this.))

Peter Watts, an SF writer of  whom  you  might know, last Saturday  (Oct. 28) was  one of  the speakers 
during the third annual  SpecFic Colloquium, in Toronto.  If I understood him, the stomach  is like the 
brain  in  having a similar  network of nodes; he described a  cat as a  stomach  covered with fur.  The 
recording  of his talk and of the other talks  will be on-line.  Do you  ever think of your cats as  stomachs 
covered with fur?

My longest train  trip was Toronto to Chicago in  2000 to attend Worldcon.  That  Chicon was my second 
Worldcon.  Torcon 2 (1973) was my first Worldcon.  In  1999 I joined the Torcon 3 bid committee and so 
attended Worldcon in 2000, the Worldcon at which voters chose Toronto over Cancun.

((Torcon 2 was my first sf con of any kind.))

I have attended every Worldcon since 2000 but Yokohama.  The year of  the Yokohama Worldcon, instead 
in  the spring we attended our first Eastercon (Chester), travelling by  train from  London; and in the fall we 
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attended VCon and proceeded south  to Gualala  Calif. for the following  weekend, first by Amtrak to 
Seattle, subsequently by rental  car  to Portland, and from  Portland to the coast and the Pacific  Coast 
Highway, following which two-lane highway we arrived in Gualala for Art Widner's 90th birthday party.

We saw less of  the sights  along  your Pacific coast than I intended because I did not understand how twisty 
is the coastal  highway, and therefore, understandably through  experience, longer  in  distance than I 
believed.  Also speed of  travel on the Pacific Coast Highway  is slower than  on an  interstate--all those 
curves!  But the scenery is grand, even if  you are the person in  the car responsible for staying  on the 
roadway.

((The AAA triptik site or any  of  the various road trip sites on  the Internet will  provide good 
approximations of travel  drive times.  I always do this before a  trip.  It’s a good idea  to build in  an  extra 
ten or twenty percent to the estimate for stops and anything unexpected that might happen.))

On my CUFF trip to VCon in 2001, I took a side trip to Seattle by bus, returning to Vancouver  by  train.  
The train followed the coast along the shoreline.  From  my left-side-of-the-car  seat I saw eagles over  the 
water.

#

WAHF:  Alexis Gilliland, whose article will be published in an  upcoming issue, and probably other 
people I failed to keep track of.

* * *

* Closing Remarks
If things go as planned, I should have another  issue in or shortly  after May.  We have one trip planned 

for  March  and another in early  May.  They are both trips planned around conventions.  In  March we will 
be attending ConDor in  San Diego.  The convention  in May is Corflu  in Portland, OR.  I hope to see some 
of you at one or both.

   Laurraine
    18 February 2013
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